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A Weekly Newspaper, Published by the Students of Ithaca College 
vol. 40 - No. 22 Ithaca, New York Friday, April 12, 1968 
President Baker and Karson 
To Be At present 14 Points 
;/Teach-in 
April 17 
Dr. Dillingham responded to 
student and faculty concern 
voiced this week over present 
racial tension in the United States 
by announcing that he would be 
on hand to make opening remarks 
at a Teach-In on racism to be 
held in the Rec. Room from 2 
) p.m. to 5 p.m... Wednesday, April 
17th. 
A panel composed of laymen, 
Cornell University and Ithaca Col-
lege faculty will speak on the 
topic "Racism: Past, Present,· and 
Future." 
Prof. Hacker of the Economics 
Department and Prof. Davis of 
the History Department at Cor-
nell will be members of the panel. 
Dr. Charles Sackrey will act as 
moderator. 
Although. the Teach-In occurs 
during class hours students are 
free to use their cuts to attend. 
TOP Party10 
Run For WGB 
TOP PARTY would like to take 
this opportunity to discuss our 
goals for Women's Governing 
Body and to oulline our platform. 
The TOP PARTY wishes to con-
tinue the spirit of this year's 
WGB and also the tradition of the 
board. WITH YOU IN MIND, we 
have some new ideas and a great 
interest an vitality that we hope 
will bring about a feeling of 
ORGANIZED PARTICIPATION in 
the Ithaca College community, 
We invite you to examine our 
platform- and hope that you may 
see the interest and vibrancy that 
is felt by TOP for the benefit and 
welfare of all women at Ithaca. 
WITH YOU IN MIND 
1. OPEN FORUMS - SUGGES-
TION BOXES. - where you 
may voice or write' problems, 
complaints, or suggestions. 
2. UNITE HOUSE COUNCILS -
especially by House newslet. 
_ters. 
3. EXTEND FRESHMAN .Al).. 
VISORY BOARD - so that it 
may become more active and 
more involved in the entire 
school 
4. MORE PENNY NIGHTS - for 
' Antigone and possibly other 
such worthwhile projects. 
.. 
~· 
5. CONTINUE - to extend social 
privileges. 
6. UNITY __: with :MGB and other 
student body organizations. 
7. ENCOURAGE academic 
counseling and aid -to dormi-
tories. 
8. BETTER COMMUNICATIONS 
- with an emphasis on the 
social-the dormitories and or-
ganizations, with the academ-
ics, administration and facul-
ty. 
We firmly desire to bring about 
all the goals of the community. 
yre are your representatives and 
1n that spirit, we shall honestly 
endeavor to make Ithaca College 
the best for all of us. 
Dan Baker Dan Karson 
The Better Ithaca College Party The New Era-Dan Karson, Presi-
was founded in the spring of 1966 
by Dan Baker and Peter Burrell 
because the two men thought 
there was a need for unity in Stu-
dent Governmept. The new cam-
pus and increased enrollment 
brought more and new problems, 
so the candidates for class offi-
ces banded together in an effort 
to help each other solve common 
problems and build a better Itha-
ca College. It was hoped that the 
party could perpetuate itself and 
carry out programs from one year 
to the next. BIC wanted sugges-
tions to solve the problems and 
tried to develop a school spirit 
on the new campus. Bon fires, 
pep rallies, buses to football 
games, dances, all were part· of 
this unification plan. The BIC 
class officers worked together 
towards these goals, while at the 
same time developing a healthy 
inter-class rivalry. In the fall of 
1966, BIC sponsored the Beach 
Boys concert and secured the 
first funds towards the new addi-
tion to the student Union. :Mem-
bers of the party have been ac-
tive in class offices and in Stu-
dent Government offices. When 
Student Government sponsored 
the Jefferson Airplane Concert 
last semester, BIC members car-
ried out most of the duties. This 
Spring Weekend and the last 
were run by BIC Party officel'S. 
The Better Ithaca College Party 
of 1968 feels that in the past two 
years, Ithaca College has been 
bettered. The unity between 
classes has dealt a serious blow 
to apathy at I.C. Once again BIC 
is running as a united party to 
try to continue the progress that 
has been made in the last two 
years and maintain the unity that 
has developed between the 
classes and student government. 
For their Executive Committee 
candidates, BIC bas chosen peo-
ple with great capabilities who 
represent virtually every phase of 
campus life. 
Presidential candidate Dan 
Baker is in bis second term as 
President of the Class of 1969 and 
is chairman of this year's Spring 
weekend. He is a dorm advisor, a 
member of the Drug Committee, 
and class representative to Stu-
dent Congress. He was awarded 
the Zeta Sigma Nu Freshman 
Award, is a member of Oracle 
Honor Society, a Brother of Del-
ta Kappa Fraternity, and is in the 
Please turn to page 2 
dent; Joe Bogardus, Vice-Presi-
dent; Steve Hoffman, Trea~er; 
Pat Peterson, Recording Secre-
tary; Bennett Kinsey, Correspond-
ing Secretary. 
This year bas introduced a New 
Era for Student Government, a 
new era of genuine accomplisl,. 
ment. It bas not only responded 
to student demands but began 
new programs on its own. 
1. It created the campus Life 
Committee, one of the few organi-
zations of its kind in the country, 
where students, faculty, and ad-
ministration together tackle the 
important problems on -campus. 
2. We reviewed all student 
organization budgets and we are 
working to bring budgets under 
student control. 
3. We brought the Jefferson 
Airplane to the campus. 
4. We arranged with Cornell 
the exchange of concert ticket 
sales. 
5. We encouraged a tremend-
ous social reorganization in the 
dormitories .and brought inter-
visitation and more house open-
ings. 
6. We took action to improve 
Frespman Orientation for next 
year. 
7. We bad AM music installed 
in the pub. 
8. We were responsible for 
keeping the High Rise snack bar 
open until 1:00 a.m. 
9. We brought back free ad-
mission to hockey games. 
10. We took action on the park-
ing and traffic problems. 
11. We are responsible for ac-
tion taken to name the lower 
dormitories this Spring, 
12. We were responsible for 
getting classes cancelled and for 
initiating the memorial service 
last Friday. 
We ask you to keep us in office 
in order to continue with un-
finished business and to achieve 
new goals. We don't offer you a 
prayer for a Better Ithaca College 
but proof that we came through. 
Anyone can promise, but only 
those who have delivered can be 
counted on to do so again, This is 
a time when the student popula-
tion must accept new responsi-
bilities. If elected: 
1. We will continue to work for 
student rights and representa-
tion in decision-making at Ithaca 
College. 
Please tum to pago 2 
Lower Quad D01rmm§ NaRJmed; 
Hi Rise§ Beco:rmne 1r<CDw<eJr§ 
Terrace To Be Renumbered 
The first ten dormitories at 
Ithaca College now have names. 
Joe Bogardus, dorm naming com-
mittee c b air ma n, announced 
these names Tuesday night at 
,the Stude~t Congress meeting for 
the Congress' approval. 
The committee, consisting of 
students, faculty and administra-
tion worked and researched the 
names for about six months. 
After consultation with Mr. John gory chosen to the living units 
P. E. Brown, a member of the and -to provide and organize a 
Board of Trustees the committee dedication ceremony during the 
submitted the recommendations. Commencement Weekend." 
Chrurman Bogardus states the The names for the lower quad 
purposes of the Dorm Naming with their positions at Ithaca 
Committee is "to establish a pro- College are: Dorm 1 - Helen 
cess for naming all the dorms Hood, Professor, Dean, 1945-1968; 
by combining the viewpoints of Dorm 2 - Herbert Hilliard, Pro-
the administration, faculty and fessor, Vice President, 1901-1917; 
student body. The committee was Dorm 3 - :Marguerite Rowland, 
urged to select a uniform cata- Professor of History, 1930-1965; Serling, 
NBC, CBS 
Reps To 
Present 
Symposium~ 
gory of a timeless nature. To at- Dorm 4 - Jennie Talcott - Pro-
tach the names from the cate- fessor of Education, 1925-1953; 
by Toni Seger li,., 
Dorm 5 - R. :Mae Holmes, Con-
servatory Alumnus, Professor, 
1904-1944; Dorm 6 - Sidney Lan-
don, Professor of Music, 1924-
1967; Dorm 7 - Lynn Bogart, Pro-
fessor of Music; Dorm 8 - Earl 
Clarke, Professor, Dean, 1948-
1967; Dorm 9-,- ~rt Rogers 
Lyon,. Professor of Music, 1922~ 
1959; Dorm 10 - Edward R. East-
man, Editor, Educator, Trustee, 
1956, . A symposium with the theme 
of communication will be held 
this Wednesday, April 17 featur-
ing Gene :Martel, the Production 
Director of NBC News, Bob Wus-
sier, the Assistant New Director 
of CBS News, and author-critic 
Rod Serling, Ithaca College's 
f{i)k 
.,,.,:,'} f;~--
f The committee advises all 
numerical references to the 
Tower Dormitories be discour-
aged. The Dorms in the ·high rise 
complex should be known as East 
Tower and West Tower. 
Chairman of the Dorm Naming 
visiting professor. Committee, Joseph Bogardus. 
The symposium entitled; "Me-
In their report to the Congress 
the committee also stated that. 
"to insure the identies of the 
sororities and fraternities living 
in the terrace dormitories, the 
committee advocates a new num-
bering system. The new numbers 
would be: Dorm 13 - Terrace 
One, Dorm 14 - Terrace Two, 
Dorm 15 - Terrace Three, Dorm 
16--Terrace Four, Dorm 17-Ter-
race Five, Dorm 18 - Terrace 
Six, Dorm 19 -Terrace Seven, 
Dorm 20 - Terrace Eight, Dorm 
21 - Terrace Nine, Dorm 22 -
Terrace Ten, Dorm 23 - Terrace 
Eleven, and Dorm 24 - Terrace 
Twelve. 
dia Influence on the Shaping of 
Public Opinion", will be held in 
the Union Recreation Room start-
ing at 8:30 p.m. ' . 
Mr. Martel has been a pro-
ducer and director in various 
segments of the entertainment 
medium for the past twenty-five 
years. He bas worked in the NBC 
news division for approximately 
four years and recently com-
pleted a documentary scheduled 
to be aired Friday, April 19, en-
titled; Tho American Alcohol'ic. 
He believes that the "purpose of 
a documentary is to educate, in-
volve, and inspire the listener to 
some significant thought of 
action. Mr. :Martel will probably 
focus on the impact of the filmed 
news special as a tool to inform, 
persuade, and develop public 
opinion. Hopefully, he will also 
speak on the process of producing 
·a documentary. 
Bob Wussler is Director of 
Special Events for CBS News and 
Executive Producer of CBS News 
CAMPAIGN '68 coverage of the 
Republican and Democratic na-
tional conventions. He is also re-
sponsible for CBS News coverage 
of the United States space pro-
gram. In addition to covering 
space and presidential trips, Mr. 
Wussier is on call to produce 
coverage of almost every type of 
news event from the collapse of a 
bridge between West Virginia 
and Ohio to the California heart 
transplant operation. He will 
want to speak in the symposium 
on the implications of news 
coverage in politics and foreign 
policy in the shaping of public 
opinion. 
Rod Serling will be lecturing 
to classes in Radio-Television the 
week of April 15-19 as well as 
viewing and criticizing student 
made films. 
Mr. Serling, a former president 
of the Academy of Television 
Arts and Sciences, bas won al-
most every award available to 
television writers including; six 
Emmys, two Sylvania awards, the 
Christopher Prize and four 
Writers Guild awards. This is Mr. 
Serling's third visit to Ithaca Col-
lege as a visiting lecturer and 
professor. He will probably speak 
Wednesday night on the need for 
fresh and provocative writing 
talent. 
The session is expected to last 
at least two hours. 
Signs for .the dorms are now 
being constructed. Dedication 
plaques are in the works with the 
formal dedication date to be an-
nounced. 
MG B <Candidarftes 
JList Plartf orrm 
This year's candidates for the 
office of :Mens' Governing Board: 
President Robert Schandler, Ron 
Chasen, David Emler, Kevin 
O'Brien, Jim Butts, David Gian-
notti, and Dale Ellis hope to con-
tinue the work and achievements 
accomplished by the past board 
and effect some new changes. At 
the beginning of the last fall 
semester, this organization took 
greater interest in the workings 
of the dormitory House Councils 
with the ultimate goal of making 
each an autonomous living unit 
which could govern itself. The 
other major points, hopefully, to 
be stressed next year are: 1) Male 
freshmen advisory board - to 
deal with specifically first semes-
ter problems regarding transition 
of the freshmen males. This 
group would also undertake the 
responsibility of the Big Brother 
program. 2) A continued co-opera-
tion with Student Government as 
a whole in achieving truly a "uni-
fied" student organization. 3) A 
possible re.organization of the 
lower dorms house councils. At 
meetings with the House Coun-
cils of the lower dorms we would 
discuss the ideas of implementing 
an executive and legislative board 
in each dorm with a judicial":! 
composed of all three dorms. 41 
Closer co-operation with Womem 
Governing Board as to try to 
achieve a better understanding of 
the goals of both groups. 5) An-
nounced open meetings of M.G.B. 
when cases are not being held to 
let interested members of the stu-
dent body hear and discuss 
Please tum to page 2 
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Bi:irnlbanmm 
To Leave 
JF 21 <C1illli ity 
by Nezi Schlossberg 
Professor Bernard Birnbaum 
has decided to leave the Ithaca 
College faculty for a variety of 
reasons. Because every institution 
attempts to upgrade the faculty, 
"degree-wise", the pressures for 
possessing a Ph.D. degree are 
very great. In the field of liberal 
arts, obtaining a Ph.D. degree is 
a normal sequence of events. 
However, Professor Birnbaum 
feels that with the more technical 
subjects, it is not a normal se-
quence because it is difficult to 
obtain both professional and edu-
cational degrees. Years must be 
spent in public practice, and it is 
rare and perhaps unnecessary to 
have a combination of both 
achievements. 
Professor Birnbaum feels that 
the line must be drawn between 
technically and academically ori-
ented subjects in relation to the 
school pressure. \Vhereas in one 
field the Ph.D. degree greater 
qualifies the professor to teach 
the academic subjects, the profes-
sor of the more pragmatic subject 
finds experience a more valuable 
teacher. 
Professor Birnbaum would like 
to see a more realistic institution 
in its appraisal of faculty mem-
bers. Bernbaum, who hold his 
C.P.A., feels that there should be 
more recognition for such achieve-
ments. Because the administra-
tion is not in the technical fieid, 
Birnbaum believes that it is not 
attuned to the necessary back-
ground for such subjects. The 
administration is, for the most 
part, liberal arts oriented. 
Lately, because Professor Birn-
baum commutes from his home 
in Rochester he is unable to be 
present on campus five days of 
the week. His lab is his world of 
business, and therefore his time 
has to be divided. 
PLEASE 
PATRONIZE 
OUR 
.ADVERTISERS ! 
<Cabaret Will Provide-
1rhait eePlace" To Go 
NEP Continued from page 1 
2. We will work with the Union 
Board to bring important issues 
and speakers to the campus. 
BIC Continued from page 1 
American Chemical Society. A 
junior ' chemistry major from 
Livingston, New Jersey, Baker 
was a co-founder of the BIC Par-
ty. Baker is well aware of the 
problems on all parts of the cam-
pus as he bas been a resident of 
a downtown dormitory, the high-
rise, the terrace -complex, and 
now resides in dorm No. 10. 
To most people the Gay Nine-
ties event called Cabaret is a big 
blank. You ask, "What is it, who 
is it, and why is it?" Well, Cabaret 
is an "After-Hours" event in the 
Terrace Lounge, Friday starting 
at 2:00 and Saturday beginning 
at 12:00. Pocessing a weekend 
ticket gives you or your date all-
night curfews, so the question 
arises "Where do we go." The 
Gay Nineties 1968 committee ·has 
provided that "Place" to go; a 
place to relax with that person 
you like; a place of entertain-
ment, of free liquor, of old time 
flicks, of coffee and donuts, of a 
"Sunrise Breakfast," of sleeping, 
of laughing, of involvment, of 
contentedness 
Friday includes W. C. Fields, 
Laurel and Hardey, Keystone 
Kops flicks and many more. Free 
liquor insures the cost to be 
'nil', coffee keeps you awake, your 
girl keeps you interested, we 
keep you entertained. Topping. 
off the almost complete Cabaret 
on Friday -is the "Sunrise Break-
fast" at 5:00 a.m. 
Saturday, beginning at 12:00 
after the concert, Cabaret once 
again lets you unwind, and relax, 
but with live entertainment this 
time. Again low lights, quietness, 
" ... relax ... " Take advantage 
of this excellent opportunity to 
really get to know the person 
you're with. Cabaret: 2:00 after 
the Ball on Friday, 12:00 mid-
night after the Concert on Satur-
day ... Let yourself go! -
3. We will work to get the Cam-
pus Life Committee to discuss 
problems like admission require-
ments, graduation requirements, 
Many people have asked why the library problems, the grad-
we say "When you buy a Week- ing system, the policies of re-
end Ticket you get more for your quired and elective courses, the 
money." we have - compiled a high cost of going to Ithaca Col-
price comparison chart to show lege, and the problems and po-
tentials of fraternities. 
you exactly how you can save- 4_ We will work to extend inter-
a minimum of 8 dollars. Thurs. Night $1.50 per person visitation and liquor privileges. Ball $4.00 per person 5. We will work with the Afr<>: 
Concert $5.00 per person American Society 1:o initiate a 
cabaret Friday $1.00 per person scholarship fund to bring more 
Cabaret Sat. $1 00 per person Negro students to the campus. 
· 6. We will sponsor book,· cloth-
Total $12.50 per person x 2 for a .couple ing and similar drives for child-
Grand Total $25.00 per couple ren in poverty. 
cost of 7. We will continue to work to 
Weekend Ticket $17.00 per couple bring Cornell library privileges 
You save $ 8.00 per couple to LC. students. 
In addition you get these extras 8. We will work to make Par-
on the Weekend ticket only: Fri- ents' Weekend a more meaningful 
day special dinner in the Terrace occasion. 
at 7:15, Sunrise Breakfast at S:OO 9. We will continue to work for 
after the Cabaret, Saturday Picnic naming more dormitories. 
on the Union Quad, all night Cur- 10. We will continue to work 
fews, Special seating at the Con- wit~ do~to~es to improve their 
cert free Liquor at the Cabaret social life with speakers. hou 
plu; -Many Many extras. ' ..openings, loan pro~ams, libraries 
Think and compare it's really and other undertakings. 
worth more than we c~n tell you. 11. We will work . with WGB 
Whether this is your first Spring ?nd MGB to standardize all rules 
Weekend or your last, can you m dorms. . . 
afford to miss it? we don't think 12. We w1U work to extend Ii-
so . . . but find out for yourself brary hours d~g final exams 
by getting a date and letting and make copym.g services more 
yourself go! available to students. · 
13. For the benefit of student 
organizations we will encourage 
John Beach is the BIC choice 
for · Vice-President. Beach- has 
been a Student Government 
leader in the Freshman Orienta-
tion Program as a counselor last 
year. This year Beach is co-
chairman of the orientation- pro-
gram. He is also a member of the 
Egbert Union Board. Beach. re-
sides with bis family in Ithaca 
and is the leader of a movement 
to get representation on Con-
gress for. students who live off-
campus. 
Al Clifford is a junior major-
ing in business from Wayland, 
Massacbussets. He is a chairman 
on the Spring Weekend Commit-
tee and · was recently elected 
treasurer of Delta Kappa Frater-
nity. He lives in the terrace com-
plex. 
Program For Art Majors 
Planned For The Fall 
the Student Union to maintain 
additional area for tables etc. 
14. As in the past year we will 
respond to any and all demands. 
We want to change Ithaca Col-
lege. We want ,to show those who 
called you apathetic that there 
was little to get excited about. 
We have proven ourselves al-
ready. Don't set student govern-
ment back years. Vote for a New 
Era. 
The candidate for Recording 
Secretary is Cheri Haring. As a 
member of the BIC Party, Cheri 
has been se-cretary ·of the Class 
of 70 for two years. She is Orien-
tation Co-chairman with John 
Beach and is a past orientation 
counselor. The sophomore psy-
chology major from Bellmore, 
N. Y. was a member of the Spring 
Weekend Committee. Cheri ls 
pledging Gamma Delta Pi sorori-
ty and now resides in the high-
rise. 
For Corresponding Secretary, 
BIC has selected a freshman 
speech pathology major, Judy 
Rashkln. A member of the ex-
tremely active Class of '71, Judy 
was also a student government 
leader in her high school in 
Mountaindale, New York. She is 
a member of Hillel and a resi-
dent in Dorm No. 5. 
A new program for art majors 
will be initiated in September at 
I.e. Only incoming and present 
freshmen are qualified to enroll 
as art majors, sinee, as the pres-
ent Art Chairman, Ken Floeter 
says, "It would be impossible for 
upperclassmen to transfer into 
the program ·because of the great 
loss of credits and make-up cred-
its involved." The requirement 
for freshmen transfer students is 
to submit a portfolio of his works. 
The new art majors program, 
which Mr. Floeter -says "is due 
principally to the clforts of Mrs. 
Howard Dillingham, an artist" 
will offer a choice between ma-
joring in sculpture or painting. 
Classes will be conducted down-
town in the present Radio.TV 
building and, the chairman hopes 
that new and better facilities will 
be acquired between now and the 
"NO MUG SHOTS I" 
jusLfine, high quality and 
amazingly low priced pass-
port and Ct:\llege applica-
tion photos taken by the 
experienced Ithacan Pho-
tograph ic Laboratory staff. 
X 320? 
277-3202 
scheduled opening. A new face 
at LC., Mr. Sal Grippe, is the in-
coming chairman of the art de-
partment with his wife, Mrs. R. 
Grippe, taking the position of 
LC.'s art historian, and Mr. Rich-
ard Grahm as an assistant art 
professor. 
Mr. Floeter, ,the present chair-
man, ":in co-operation with 
others" is responsible for ar-
ranging next year's art curricu-
lum. Two-dimensional design, in-
troduction to drawing, science, 
expository writing, and gippe are 
the scheduled courses for Fresh-
men year, with the Sophomore 
Junior, ·and Senior years close!; 
following the same pattern. Those 
graduating from the art majors 
program will hold a BSA in art 
and will be qualified "funda-
mentally to be nothing other 
than artists." .However, Mr. Floe-
ter adds that enough courses in 
drawing, cover designs and art 
history will be given s~ that the 
commercial area should also be 
open to graduating art majors. 
Presently, though, the new pro-
gram does not specialize nor does 
it have any education courses. 
The art chairman estimated 
that_ between twenty-five and 
thirty-five students would enter 
the art majors program in Sep-
tember. 
MGB Continued fro~ page 1 
isuues relating to the judiciary of 
I.e. Cases, howeyer, are still 
closed. 6) The continuing policy 
of visiting- dorms to observe the 
workings of the House Councils. 
A meeting once a month of the 
President and Vice-President of 
the dorms with the members of 
M.G.B. to discuss positive a.no 
negative points of the system. 7} 
The planning of a judiciary board 
convention to meet at Ithaca Col-
lege to be attended by colleges 
throughout the state to discuss 
various methods of discipline and 
possible revisions, as each system 
probably has strong and weak 
points. The above listed points 
are not an inflexible body of 
rules but only a guideline to be 
worked over with the House 
Councils and other student gov-
ernment organizations. This year's 
c:indidates are open to sugges-
tions for changes and improve-
ments and would· appreciate the, 
student ·body's comments as to 
either the ideas above or new 
ones. 
The Goals for a Better Ithaca Col-
lege 
1. The prime purpose of Stu-
dent Government is to inter-
est the students and get them 
activated in the life of the 
campus. BIC, through the pro-
grams and ideas submitted 
below, believe they can ac-
complish this. 
2_ The Ten Point could be a 
great stride toward student 
involvement when and if they 
are put into action. The cam. 
pus Life Committee is now a 
reality and should play an in-
tegral part of student and 
campus affairs. The Ten 
points, however, are worth 
nothing wi~out the backing 
of the students. When the 
points were first published, 
few' students knew what they 
were and cared less. Congress 
representatives had been com-
pletely excluded in the formu-
lation of the points. Can it be 
any wonder they showed· lit-
... ~:-:. .. ,:~;..;.-:~~~~:lt-++~~~~ ... ~ .. :~+4:t++X+v'"~•.:.-.:••.:.-x-4-."i.-.;.••.~ .tt ~ ~ GEE'S · SPORT SHOP 
210 W. State St. 
273-6971 
CARMEN CUSTOM TAILOR 
The only tailor in Ithaca 
who -designs and tailors 
just for you - any size, 
any pattern you like. We 
do alterations too. 
- tle enthusiasm for them and 
their constituents cared even 
less? The BIC Party supports 
these 10 Points, including the 
Campus Life Committee, but 
believes ideas are not enough. 
The students must feel a part 
of these ideas and feel a 
direct effect from them. BIC 
is a Party of Action · as well 
as idealism. 
~ ~ I 1R11JSSEL11.'s Mobil i 
~ 211 W. STATE ST. ,:. 
i .. ------------------ t i I I Open Z4 Hours - 7 Days f 
s I 
0 Guns • New & Used 
0 Ammunition 
0 Reloading Equipment 
0 Quality Fishing Tackle 
0 Gun Supplies 
CARMEN ZIZZO 
416 W. State St. 
272-6516 t •}. i FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY ~! 1
1 
V.W. •: :::•::hank, I~ j==========T=H=E==H~E!::l=G=H=TS======:=! 
AT THE AIRPORT 
TUNE UPS & TOWING Widest Varlll'Y of Cocktails In N.Y.S. 
;. Salad, Meat, Soup and Desserts 
AR 3-3711 ALL FOR $1.50 
Pizza & Subs --
Spaghetti & Meatballs 
Steaks,. Hot Dogs 
Sausageburgen 
French Fries & Onion Ring1 
The fQoc:ls That Make 
PIRRO'S 
FAMOUS 
Speedy Delivery 
To Your Door i . .----------- :.ir"':·· FABULOUS BUFFET /F4 AILIL OR I N • '.t \\i:,,~ 1; oon 'tal 2 - Monday thru Friday i AR 3-9728 :t 4:30 'til 7 Friday & Sunday Evenings ·From_ 11 a.m. 'tll 2 a.m. 
$ .__ __________ _. 5: AR 2-9783 
.t. f 404 W. State _ AR 2-1950 
:t.+:..r-~-w,:-.:,.,.-..+tX~-.~~~· .__ ____________ _.a. __________ __! -------------' 
a. Congress bas been more er. 
fective this year than in the 
past. Representatives, how. 
· ever, still' have the position 
of acting as a rubber stamp , 
for decisions made by the 
ex~cutive board. This was 
exemplified by the railroad-
ing of the 10 Points through 
Congress after they had al-
ready been published. When 
Congress did ask for action 
on their own initiative, they 
were often ignored. A repre. 
sentative asked that the fee 
for LC. home hockey games 
be removed. This was de. 
emphasized and shunned in 
favor ·of what 1:he executive 
board termed "more import-
ant ---legislation." After two 
months of pressure, the exec-
utive board was finally forced 
into action. 
A. The BIC party wants ideas' 
from Congress to make it 
a truly representative 
body. 
B. There are 200 students 
off-campus who have no 
direct representation. 
These people should have 
congressional representa. 
tion._ 
C. Stud en t Government 
should encourage perspec-
tive candidates for dorm 
reps and give them an in-' 
sight on the workings of 
Congress through meet-
ings with Student Govern. 
ment leaders this year, 
prior to their election. 
4_ House Councils should draw 
up Dorm constitutions, with 
the help -of the executive 
committee if necessary. This 
would be-part-of a continuing 
program to make the dorm a 
living unit, not just a housing 
unit. 
5. Ithaca College is becoming a 
stronger athletic power in 
eastern small schools and 
could become stro1;1ger with 
school and student support 
5. A. Students should work 
closely -with the Athletic 
Council in trying to improve 
the quality of the teams with 
the aim of improving school 
sl!irit, · building I.C.'s reputa-
tion, and perhaps in increas-
ing alumni contributions. 
B. There · should be a con-
gressional poll to determine 
student opinion on. athletics. 
How much emphasis should 
be placed on sports and on 
which sports. 
C. School spirit can be built 
through student government 
-by getting studen~ to attend 
athletic events. ' 
6. With the rising cost . of tui· 
ti;on, sch(!larsbips and assist· 
anceships are more necessary 
than ever. BIC proposes to sel 
up a temporary committee 
to investigate the _ possibili-
ties of channeling more funds 
to this end. 
7. Budgets for all student or· 
ganizations should be review· 
ed, w.ith student g9vernmenl 
eventually ·being given the 
power of control over alloe!-
tion of these funds. This WBJ 
begun this year but did not 
get off the ground. once 
again, me calls for action. 
8. Students should have a SB1 
on the curriculum they mu,-t 
take and on the courses of-
fered. This part of the Ten 
Points should be given p 
· ference. 
9. Stu.dent Government should 
use our proximity to Cornell 
to a mutual advantage. 
10. There should 'be.. an actil'! 
participation and correspod 
Please tum to p. 3, last column 
Donohue-Halvenon 
Inc. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
602 W. Seneca St. 
273-3393 
Catidid·ates File 
EUB, Class_ Office 
Petitions 
The candidates for officers of Vice President: Bernard Welle 
the Egbert Union Board and the _Secretary: Annette Forker 
three class officers have filed Treasurer: Barb Kueker 
petitions for places on the ballot 
for this election. It will take 
place on Tuesday and Wednes-
day, April 23 and 24 from 10:00 
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. in !,he Union 
Lounge. 
Egbert Union Board 
The candidates for Egbert 
Union Board officers running un-
opposed on the Better Ithaca Col-
i.I Iege Party BIC platform are: 
President: Sue Sanders 
Vice President: Judy Pizik 
Treasurer: Robert Walker 
Recording Secretary: Robin 
Handler 
Corresponding Secretary: Rita 
Liotta 
Class of '69 
Those filiJtg petitions for class 
officers are as follows: 
Class of 1969 
:, Running on an unnamed party: 
President: Robert Zuran 
Vice President: Terry Habecker 
Secretary: Margaret Lacey 
Treasurer: William Sweet 
Running on the BIC Party: 
President: Greg CUnningham 
Vice President: William Gustaf-
son 
Secretary: Hildye Sattler 
Treasurer: Richie- Miller 
CIC1$S of 70 
For the Class of 1970 the candi-
dates on the BIC party are run-
ning unopposed. -
;, President: Anthony Rando 
Ghana 
Ambassador 
To Speak 
The ambassador from Ghana, 
Ebeneezer Moses Devrah, will 
.. speak on "The Role and Viability 
of the Organization of African 
Unity" on Fpday, April 12, at 
7:30 in B-102. Ambassador Dev-
rah's visit to the Ithaca College 
campus is being-sponsored by the 
International Club. 
-, 
The International Club is an 
organization which promotes and 
fosters international relations by 
discussion and education. It em-
phasizes the problem of racism -
the universal racism of all races 
-as the basis of international 
conflict. 
Officers this -year are Bob 
Yaasi, president; Andrea De-
winter, vice president; Lucy Fish-
bach, secretary; Bonnie Linde-
mann, treasurer; and Mark Bis-
hop, publicity and public rela-
tions. 
SEE NEXT WEEK'S 
ITHACAN 
FOR THE 
COLLEGE 
FINAL EXAM 
SCHEDULE 
APPLICATIONS 
being taken now 
Male Sommer Camp 
Department Heads 
Facilities for Families 
Full Time 
Enquire Boy Scout Office 
AR 3-0072 
Class of ?'I 
For positions as officers of the 
Class of 1971 the candidates are: 
On th_~ Change Party: 
President: William Wilson 
Vice President: Lou Pushkin 
Secretary: Judy Schwibert 
Treasurer: Paul Levanthal 
On the BIC par-ty the candidates 
are: 
President: Tom Capraro 
Vice President: Dave Masters 
Secretary: Lexa Larsen 
Treasurer: Art Badavas 
Students running for these 
positions are now obtaining signa. 
tures for their petitions. The 
election for these officers will 
occ'txr one week from this Tues-
day and Wednesday. The election 
this coming week will be for Stu-
dent Body: officers, MGB and 
WGB candidates. See story on 
page 1 for platform of these can-
didates. 
Serling 
Schedule 
Listed 
April 15 • 19, 1968 
Monday 
Broadcast Writing, 10-11 a.m. 
F-103 
Style and Forms 
Film Lab, 1--3 p.m., me 
Critique of student films 
Broadcast Writing, 3-4 p.m., F-204 
Style _and Forms 
Broadcast Operations-TV, 4-5 p.m. 
B-101 
Critique 
Film Workshop, 8-10 p.m., me 
Tuesday 
Broadcast Writing, 8:30-10 a.m. 
F-203 
Directing, 10.11 a.m., S-111 
Techniques for TV 
Broadcast Writing, 11-12:15, ·F-203 
Style and Forms 
TO New York City (Kennedy) 
2:20 
Wednesday 
Film Lab, 1-3, me 
Critique of student films 
Cocktails, dinner,5:30-8:00 
Symposium, 8:30-10:30, Egbert 
Rec. Rm. 
Thursday 
TV Acting, 9-10, Studio 
Critique 
Broadcast Operations Lab, 10.12, 
Studio . .. 
Ctjtique 
Film Production Lecture, 1-2, 
B-103 
Oswego, dinner lecture, 4:30 
Friday 
Mass Media, 11-12, B-101 
Student interaction 
H 
LIKE 
CURLEY1S 
CHICKEN 
.,,.. 
All the chicken you 
can eat every 
Wednesday night 
for only 
$1.90 
CURLEY'$ 
CHICKEN HOUSE 
367 Elmira Rd. 
Spri~g l\fusical: 
,;On A Clear Day9 
A Scene from the Spring Musical, "On A Clear Day You Can 
See Forever." 
Company rehearses a number from the 
April 29 at the Little Thecrtr6' downtown. 
Rehearsals for the Spring Musi-\ tion at the Downtown Theatre is 
cal are under way in preparation . a bright, novel musical with four-
for the opening on April 29. This teen musical numbers, featuring, 
year, a fresh, new show-"ON A "On A Clear Day". I.D. cards 
CLEAR DAY YOU CAN SEE will be honored, so reserve a 
FOREVER" has been chosen. night during the week April 29-
With book and lyrics by Alan May 4 for an enjoyable night at 
Jay Lerner of "My Fair Lady" the theatre . 
fame, and music by Burton Lane, 
the show promises to be a win-
ner. 
A cast of thirty I. C. students 
are hard at work in the College 
Theatre nightly. Stephen Bro~n, 
a graduate student in Music, will 
be the conductor and Musical 
Director, and staging is under the 
direction of Robert Bardwell. The 
dances are being divised by 
Vergu Cornea, and the scenery 
and lighting are by Peter M. For-
ward. 
What may be the last produc-
ONE OF ITHACA's 
nicest eating places ••• 
where everybody meets 
0 
THE COLLEGE SPA 
216 East State Street 
0 
Noted for quality and 
service since 1938 
Robert S. Boothroyd Agency, Inc. 
Sound Insurance for Every Need 
Carefully Written Conscientiously Serviced 
BROKERS 
Robert S. Boothroyd - Class '24 
Robert L Boothroyd - Class '60 
. Henry G. Keyser - Class of '52 
\ 
PHONE 272-8100 
312 E. State St. lthcica, N.Y. 
"We )IV'elc.ome Your Inquiry'' 
RECORD HUNTERS: 
OUR $1.97 bargain sale is back in gear with fresh 
stocks of rock, folk, and jazz in stereo and hi-fi. 
And for you classical buffs today's shipmet includes 
classical albums all in stere<>-first come-first served. 
$2.00 each. 
PORTMAN MUSIC - 124 N. Aurora 
DOWNTOWN ITHACA 
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Sackrey 
Speaks Out 
On Poverty 
by Alox Block 
April 10 Dr. Charles 
Sackrey tonight called for a 
guaranteed annual income for 
the 35 million Americans who 
exist on less than $3,000 per year. 
Stating statistics to back up his 
premise that America does not 
want to eliminate poverty, he 
showed how, by spending half as 
much on new and used cars each 
year, we could guarantee every 
person $4,000 per year. 
Sackrey spoke as part of an 
organizational meeting of a 
group of white Americans seek-
ing to put an end to racism and 
the trouble it has caused in our 
cities. "A group of whites who 
wish to clean up their own house 
first" met to find a way to save 
America from self destruction 
before it is too late. Other 
speakers included Dr. John Ryan, 
speaking on America's rejection 
of the advisory committee on 
the problems of our cities. Also 
Father Graf, Ithaca College Chap-
lain, spoke on the recent dis-
turbances in American cities. 
Organizer of the meeting was 
Danny Chrieghton. Chrieghton. 
called for student power to 
eliminate the aforementioned 
problems. The group plans future 
meetings. 
BIC Continued 
ence with other schools in 
the area. This could be en-
couraged by an Ithaca Col-
lege-sponsored Student Gov-
ernment symposium. 
11. Another project that was 
started and never was com-
pleted was the academic 
weekend. BIC would like to 
put that program into action. 
12. The Egbert Union Building is 
inadequate for the number of 
students it now has to serve. 
The BIC party feels the New 
Union Fund, which it started 
a year ago, should be re-
activated. 
13. BIC extends its support to the 
proposal for a new judicial 
system which provides for a 
student.faculty judiciary. 
14. A closer relationship between 
the various governments is 
needed. Relations between 
MGB, WGB, class officers, 
Executive Committee, Stu-
dent Congress, IFC, etc., 
should be strengthened with 
greater inter-dependency be-
tween them. 
FOR SALE 
WEDDING GOWNS 
(Made to order) 
0 Dresses 
0 Crowns 
0 Hems 
O Alterations 
Call AR 3-8268 
afternoons 
,, ' 
'' ' .. 
Playtex·invents the first-day tampon™ 
(We took the inside out 
to show you how different it is.) 
Outside: it's softer and silky (not cardboardy). 
Inside: it's so extra absorbent ... it even protects on 
your first day. Your worst day! 
In every lab test against the old cardboardy klnd ••• 1 
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent. 
Actually 45 % more absorbent on the avera,go 
than the leading regular tampon. 
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to JOIA. 
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect eve::[{ 
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap · 
is almost :r.erot 
Tryitfast. . 
Why live in the past? 
; 
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Editorials - - Letters· to the Editor 
A Leader Is Slain All letters submitted to The Ithacan must be typed and ,igned. 
that was being distributed, and 
when finished, I wished I had 
had my money back. The final 
phrase, "Rapp Brown lives. Burn 
baby, burn!", is, to say the leas~ 
rather piercing in its effect. 
, ' 
But HoMJ Jis He Mourned? All letters become the property of The Ithacan, and we re-serve the right to refuse to publish letters submitted to· us. · Letters mw, noe exceed 400 words. 
There is only one thing that 
can be concluded from this, and 
that is that Dr. Martin Luther 
King died in vain. I hope alld 
pray that this is not so, for 
America's sake - for ALL 
America. 
On Thursday last, America lost one of its 
great leaders. He was gunned down while pre-
paring to lead a march for the striking gar-
bage collectors of Memphis, Tennessee. And a 
nation is grieved. 
Yes, a civilized nation is grieved. We pride 
ourselves as being the most advanced coun-
try in the world-both technologically and 
culturally. \Ve arc the enlightened leaders of 
the twentieth century. Yet, in all our wisdom, 
one of our citizens finds it necessary to resort 
to the senseless killing of a person who 
preached nothing but passivism. 
The history of civil rights has been marked 
with great turbulence and general anarchy. It 
was not until the advent of Martin Luther 
King that civil rights gained a leader of na-
tional prominence--one who gained the re-
spect of all people-both White and Black. 
Yet it is a curious comment on our society 
when a man of such rapport and stature can 
be gunned down so mercilessly on a mission 
of peace. It is also a comment on our society 
when the ideas of a man so greatly regarded 
can be so totally ignored as to resort 
ing and looting, which are so much 
everything for which Dr. King stands. 
to riot- Are We To Blame? 
against 
To the Editor: 
Yes, stands. For with the passing of Dr. 
King his memory ·is still very much alive and, 
with it, his principles. We must stop and re-
flect on the ideas of Dr. King. He preached 
non-violence as a menas to an end. We are 
all deeply hurt by his loss, but de we repay 
him and honor his memory with violence? 
It is unfortunate that countless millions of 
dollars must now be spent to rebuild the ruins 
caused by the impulsive acts of a few. It is 
regrettable, furthermore, that these people are, 
in effect, erasing much of what Dr. King 
fought so Jong and so hard to establish. They 
are causing the image, as well the respect of 
the Negro to decline rapidly. 
In the end, we sincerely hope that people 
everywhere will stop and take stock of their 
situation. This country was founded on the 
principle of equality and justice for all. Have 
we digressed that far in a mere two thousand 
years? 
It seems that somewhere peo-
ple must reside in Peace and 
Goodwill - it is not of our world 
or our time - but that isn't our 
fault, is it? Or is it? A great man 
is- dead - not that death is so 
unusual - it is the same for all 
men and their children. Free 
spirit would the rose whiter and 
the rain fall without any help 
from man - but man cannot lay 
himself aside-poor foolish man. 
lit is said that the finest compli-
ment to one is to be remembered; 
that he is, but unnecessarily. 
Somehow the world is a Utile 
filthier .this morning - somehow 
a little heavier with the burden 
of conscience - but we are not to 
blame - or are we? 
- Jack Rosenblatt 
Jazz Lab Band 
Dear Sirs: 
parting for more enthusiastic 
music schools or orchestras each 
year. 
No, the presence of the Vaghy 
Quartet is not going to be a pep 
pill sort of solution. It would be 
shameful to lure them ·into a 
dead school, and it is wrong to 
bribe the administration into 
establishing them in residence 
to make us more excited over 
music: Conversely, we students 
must first show the quartet how 
much we would like to have them 
with us so that we can welcome 
them as respected professional 
musicians, not as a cure for our 
own musical anemia. 
Mrs. King, in •Memphis on Mon. 
day, issued a challenge to ALL 
America, black and white. "I 
challenge you today to see that 
his spirit 1.1ever dies ... we must 
carry on, because this is the way 
he would have wanted it. Bis 
campaign for the poor must go 
on." 
Martin Luther King advocated 
a peaceful settlement of the 
problems facing us. I pray that ' 
his spirit lives in America _ 
both black and white America. 
Sincerely, 
Cut Policy 
Dear Mr. Hyman: 
Peter Swales 
Your editorial on School Policy 
Presidential Candidates 
I wish to thank the members 
of the Jazz Lab Band for a most 
exciting evening. To see that 
jazz is very much alive in our 
young people has given me great 
personal joy. The .amount of 
Went involved overwhelms me. 
Many students have considered 
what great inspiration the Vaghy 
Quartet could be in becoming 
more closely as.sociated with 
Ithaca College. We must not 
m~rely pamper delightful 
thoughts about U. Those of us 
that bothered to show for the 
last concert demonstrated our 
enthusiasm. Now let's show the 
administration we really want the 
Vaghy Quartet. They would not 
refuse to welcome the ensemble 
if we were not so silent in in-
viting them. 
Laura Beha 
in The Ithacan of April 5, 1968, 
begins: "We have long heard the 
story that there is no school 
policy on cuts. The Blue and Gold 
says so, and other College pub- ~ 
lications tell the same tale." 
If this is indeed a widespread 
belief among students on campus, 
I am grateful that your editorial 
bas brought this belief to my at. 
te~tion, and that you have re-
quested that I explain the College 
policy on class cuts. 
Baker 
The BIC party has, since its inception, 
stood for a solid united group of students who 
have worked with spirit and foresight for the 
betterment of Ithaca College. This year's slate 
for student body officers is again strong and 
determined. 
-Headed by Danny Baker, co-founder of 
BIC, the party offers many new and expand-
ed proposals, as well as a most distinguished 
service record to back up their claims. It was 
Danny Baker and the BIC party that really 
started school-wide interest in election con-
tests. The BIC vigor and strength in campaign 
promise and performance has shown its ability 
quite well in the past two years. 
Danny Baker began work on many projects; 
most of which are well underway to becoming 
traditions and goals at Ithaca College. Every-
thing from starting the Union Building Fund 
to no admission for Hockey games, came 
through BIC pressure and support. 
Their promise for the coming year equally 
reaches and goes beyond any performance and 
promise in the past. For this reason, we believe 
that Danny Baker and the BIC party slate 
should be your choice for Student Body of-
ficers. 
Their platform is unmatched in this cam-
paign. All ideas from the removal of Congress 
as being the Executive Committee's rubber 
stamp to off-campus student representation, 
are more than fair. Along the lines of Con-
gress, the Baker ticket proposes to interest 
· students in Congress before they run for the 
office and keep them interested in Student 
Congress by making them run an actual part 
in the drafting and formulating of proposals 
and policies, and not just letting them put a 
final vote of approval on an Executive Com-
mitee decision. Other programs BIC hppes, if 
elected, to initiate, are consistent Dorm con-
stitutions, unity with MGB, WGB, IFC, 
EUB, and additional scholarship aid for all 
students. 
We also agree with their statement on 
added strength to our athletic teams with 
greater student and financial support. 
The passage of the ten points are most im-
portant, and one of BIC's first goals. Nothing 
has been do~e, save for the Campus Life Com-
mittee, with these points since Congress first 
gave their approval. 
The Union Building is a topic we have long 
spoken about. The building is inadequate for 
the 3400 I.C. students and greatly needs ex-
pansion. The BIC party was one of the first 
to realize this and try to do something about it 
by sponsoring the fund raising Beach Boys 
Concert last year. 
The most important idea for all students to 
remember is to vote next Monday or Tuesday. 
Vote for the candidates of your choice in Stu-
dent Body, WGB, MGB and Campus Life 
Commitee elections. 
We urge, though, that your choice for stu-
dent body officers will be Danny Baker and 
the BIC party sla.te-a party that has proven 
to be a dynamic and vital force in Ithaca 
Colelge student government. 
Alan F. Hyman 
Karson 
It has been overly stated in times past 
that Ithaca College students are apathetic 
about their college and basically unaware of 
the events transpiring on and around its 
campus. 
This year, however, the previous statement 
is no longer applicable. The average "Joe Col-
I~ge" is speaking out, expressing views he too 
If it were up to me, I would 
send these young people to high 
schools and concert halls all over 
this state and country. What bet-
ter way to represent and pub-
licize this whole College? 
Again, thank you. 
Mrs. Jim Butterfield 
We Have All 
Lost Something 
Editor, The Ithacan 
Dear Sir: 
long reserved for dorm "bull sessions." This is · 
an exciting new trend and one that needs to be The Truth Hurts 
nourished. Dear Editor:--
Last Friday, I, and many other 
students and faculty members 
memorialized a great American 
leader. ALL of the people of 
America have lost something -
a man whose hope was expressed 
as a dream, " ... deeply rooted 
in the American dream • • • a 
dream of Utile black boys and 
girls joining hands with little 
white boys and girls and walking 
together as ·brother and sisters." 
The Blue and Gold, which is 
sent to all entering students with 
a letter stressing the importance 
to each student of familiarizing 
himself with its contents, devotes 
one-half of page 21 to a section 
titled "Cut System." The second 
paragraph of this section states: 
Dan Karson, Student Congress' Chairman, Thi3 ~ hurt me when I read 
has worked in Student Government for the Qtbearteartit Cclecerta'bc?utth thAe ri1Vaghy5 . 
"An absence from class may con· 
stitute a 'cut' and you will want 
to know exactly bow the cut sys. 
tem works." h · h h" · u on m e p 
15• past t ree years wit 1s primary goal always sue. "The lack of interest of the 
of activating the student body into the kind music students is often under at-
of expression it has exhibited this year. Dan tack." There is too real a ring 
realizes the importance of having a Student to this state~~nt. Our teachers 
Government that is not only strong, but also keep comp~g, but we have 
· f b- . not been listemng. At least we 
Following the service, i walked 
over to the union and once inside, 
I noticed a set of tables at which 
students could donate money t9 
a fund in memory of Dr. Martin 
Luther Jµng, and I did. I then 
began reading the printed sheet 
The final paragraph of the sec· 
tion states: "Any student who has 
exceeded in unexcused absences 
the number of times a class meets 
per week may either be sent to 
the Academic Dean's Office, or prevents itself rom ecommg stagnant by con- must not care very ch b 
. II k. h d b - . mu , ecause tmua )': as mg t e stu ent to pro e and disillusioned teachers keep de-
question. He wants the Campus Life Commit-
tee to dev9te its studies to academic ques-
tions which are a mystery to many students-
admission requirements, library problems, the 
high cost of attending Ithaca College and 
others. 
His platform includes plans to: extend in-
tervisitation and liquor privileges, attain Cor-
nell library privileges for f C students, work 
with MGB and WGB to standardize- all rules 
in dormitories, ·lengthen library hours during 
final exams and make · copying services more 
· available to students, increase opportunities 
for the expression of student rights and repre-
sentation in decision making at I.C. 
These points are not radically different from 
his opponent's, but he offers with them, a 
spirit .of ent:rgy. and a desir~ to involve the stu-" 
dent m acttvitJ.es both social and academic. 
Dan has worked closely with the past two 
Student Body Presidents and as a member of 
the executive committee this year, has been 
involved in every decision made by Student 
Government. These range from the social-
] efferson Airplane Concert to the academic-
Campus Life Committee. 
He knows the job of Student Body Presi-
dent by virtue of his close association with it 
a!ld as author of the Student Body Constitu-
tion and co-founder of the Political Science 
Club, is knowledgable in every area of Stu-
dent Government. 
He believes that the Student Body's atti-
tude of awakening awareness and desire to be 
in_volv~d _in issues ~oth national and campus 
wide, indicates a wish that this illustration of 
forward movement be reflected in its Student 
Government. It is this kind of action govern-
ment Dan has worked for, for the past three 
years. It is this kind of action government he 
hopes to lead, in the Fall. It is this kind of 
man we feel, is best for this position. 
Kevin Connors 
Please tum to page 5 
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----Bpeclnun----
An Epitaph to 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 
by Alox B. Block 
He worked through peace. Let all give his existence meaning. 
Let us all work through peace. Or else we all die together. 
Address comments to Alex Block c/o The Ithacan. 
Focus 
by Jess Nadelman 
About the time man finally becomes extinct from his own 
1passion to destroy himself, a leader will arise from the masses 
(at that moment approximately ten people). He will bring a 
message of eminent doom. The people will rise en masse and 
bitch about. the sorry condition of existence. Words of action 
will be screamed from each individual. We must do something. 
I have a plan. I can organize this or that. And for an hour 
everyone is excited. Then everyone returns back to their self. 
destructive existence. I'll contribute, but I don't have time to 
work. I have other meetings. I'm an idea man a liaison· none of 
this common labor for me. ' ' 
Two days later the task is complete. There is no one left. 
As of the last report God was overheard saying, "I'm an ide~ 
·man; none of this common labor for me." 
CAMPUS 
CALENDAR 
Friday, Ap~II 12 
4:30 Good Friday Mass - Rec. 
Rm. 
Saturday, April 13 
2:00 Var. Tennis vs Hobart· (A) 
I.e. Sports Day 
2:00 Faculty Children Egg 
Hunt - Lower Quad 
6:00 Passover Meal - DeMotte 
11:15 Holy Saturday Vigil-Rec. 
Rm 
12:00 Midnight Mass - Rec. Rm. 
Sunday, April 14 
12:00 Passover Meal - DeMotte 
6:00 Passover Meal - DeMotte 
8:00 EUB Film - "The Lost 
Command" - Rec. Rm. 
Monday, Apr11 15 
Executive Board Elections 
Posters down by 12:00 N 
12-4 A&S Pre-Registration 
" > Rec Rm 
12:00 Mass-U-1 
12:00 
5:00 
6:00 
6:00 
6:00 
7:30 
Passover Meal- DeMotte 
WGB-U-1 
WIOB- Job 
Passover Meal - DeMotte 
Forensics Debate - U-1 
Football Team Meeting -
U-202 
7:30 Forensics - U-5 
Class Petitions In 
Tuesday, April 16 
Executive Board Elections 
12-4 A&S Pre-RcgistrllµOn -
Rec. Rm. 
12:00 Passover Meal - DeMotte 
1:0o Fr. Baseball vs Cornell 
(A) 
3:30 Var. Track vs Rochester 
(A) 
4:30 MGB-F-106 
5:00 Mass - U-1 
6:00 Passover Meal - DeMotte 
5:30 Student Congress -S-202 
6:30 Ithacan - Job 
6:30 EUB Bridge- U-5 
7:00 Oracle Banquet - Rec Rm 
8: 15 Kappa Gamma Psi Com-
posers concert - Ford 
Hall 
Wednesday, April 17 
Air Force Recruiting 
Lobby 
Campaign begins for class 
officers 
12-4 A&S Pre-Registration -
Rec. Rm. 
12:00 Passover Meal - DeMotte 
12:00 Mliss - U-~ 
1:00 Var. Golf vs Hobart (H) 
3:00 Var. Baseball vs Colgate 
(H) 
3:45 Head Resident - Job 
6:00 Passover Meal - DeMotte 
7:30 Freshman Class 8-302 
8:00 Student Court- U-5 
8:15 Mu Phi Epsilon - Ford 
Hall 
Thursday, April 18 
12-4 A&S Pre-Registration 
Rec. Rm. 
12:00 Passover ·Meal - DeMotte 
12:30 Orientation Committee -
Job 
3:00 Var. Tennis vs RIT (H) 
5:00 Bass-U-1 
6:00 Passover Meal - DeMotte 
6:30 Christian Science group -
U-5 
8:15 Concerto Program - Ford 
Hall 
Friday, April 19 
12:00 Mass - Ul 
12:00 Passover Meal - DeMotte 
2:00 Var. Baseball vs Farleigh 
Dickinson (A) 
7:00 H. Debrah, Ambassador 
Ghana - B-102. Topic; 
"The Role and Viability of 
the Organization of Afri-
can Unity" 
8:15 Concert - Catherine 
Crozier - Ford Hall 
King and Country 
by Lauralyn Bellamy 
This country is insane! rabied, blind, frenzied! (as the 
flag laughs in the sunshine 'and-) The Yanks are comin' the 
Yanks are comin, over there. ' 
I am an American. That is my stain, my brand burned into 
the creases of my brain, that sears my conscience and turns my 
stomach. And I want to scream at this concept called "my 
countqr." Mr country that, once-I thought, though it might be 
stumbling a httle now and then, had a glorious platform of ideals 
that made the good ol' days something to be missed, wistfully. 
But, dammit!, there never were any good ol' days! From the 
New England witchhunts to the McCarthy witchhunts from the 
slave, auctions to the wop, kike, nigger, spic mick Indian 
ghettoes, this country, this sack of moral p~onoun~ements 
wreaks of murder, violence, and slimy lies. Good God, America! 
What were you supposed to be? Tell me the dream so I can at 
least mourn for the death of a beautiful lady holding a torch 
aloft in the polluted waters of the choking gateway to this land. 
The ~outh Shall Rise Again for the Pepsi Generation. My 
country nght or wrong, my country. My country? I grew up 
here; saw the b_lack faces and yel_low fac_es, the copper and white 
faces go by, smile, stare ahead, mmd their own business. Business 
glO\ying in glas~ tube_s: lncinderje!l, Mace, Napalm, teargas. BIG 
business. America will choke on its own gases its own cloud of 
thick superiority. ' 
I am white. I cannot change that. I don't know as how that 
n!atters any more. I a'!l Am~rican. I can change that. What a 
pity to leave you, America, without ever knowing what you were 
supposed to be. Oh beautiful for spacious skies .... 
LETTERS Cor,tinued 
disciplinary action may be taken 
by the faculty member con-
cerned." 
The College Catalog for 1967-
1968 under the heading of "Class 
Attendance" on page 38 states: 
"1. A system of excused ab-
sences and class cuts is in effect. 
If for any reason a student must 
be absent from class, he is ex-
pected to consult the instructor 
immediately about making up the 
work missed. . 
"2. A description o{ excused 
absences and class cuts is printed 
in the student handbook. It is also 
posted in the Offices of the 
Deans." 
The preliminary draft of the 
new Faculty Handbook on Poli• 
cies and Procedures, which is now 
being studied by the faculty for 
any changes they wish to recom-
men, summarizes the cut system 
in approximately .the same words 
used in the Blue and Gold. 
The present system of cuts is 
designed basically to provide 
some assurance to students that, 
if they wish to be absent from 
class for purely personal reasons, 
they have considerable leeway 
without securing approval· from 
the professor. In this respect, the 
cut system, far from interfering 
with the freedom of students, is 
a kind of minimum guarantee of 
that freedom. 
Your editorial also states: "The 
Ithacan, as well as other students, 
has tried to convey the ideal 
that college students are mature 
enough to regulate their own at-
tendance at classes. We have 
hoped the administration felt the 
same way." 
I should point out that the final 
determination of policies on class 
cuts is most properly in the hands 
of the faculty rather than the ad-
ministration, and that the pub-
lished policy is sufficiently broad 
to permit individual variations 
within the discretion of indi-
vidual faculty members. 
I would agree that some stu-
dents are mature enough to regu-
late their own class attendance, 
but unfortunately all students are 
not. The request that faculty 
members notify the Dean's Of-
fice if a student has been absent 
from class three consecutive 
times is not designed to harass 
the student, or make the faculty 
keep unnecessary records. 
Occasionally students simply 
stop going to classes entirely, but 
rather than officially withdraw 
from school they try to continue 
to use the College somewhat like 
a hotel. Experience bas shown 
that the results are extremely 
disruptive to other students living 
in dormitories. The students who 
stop attending classes tend to de-
vote themselves entirely to lei-
sure, whereas most students are 
anxious to work at least part of 
the time. Therefore, this policy 
is designed to protect the serious 
student from the disturbing in-
fluences of the drop-outs who 
wish to hang on in the college 
community. 
I would like to emphasize that 
I am glad The Ithacan has re-
quested this explanation of the 
cut system, and that I would be 
most happy to discuss with the 
editor, or any member of the 
staff, other questions on which I 
might assist in the amplification 
or clarification of institutional 
policy. 
Sincerely yours, 
Robert M. Davies 
Provost 
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King and Aftermath 
Dear Editor, 
I am appalled. After the events 
of last weekend, I again realize 
how hopelessly white and middle 
class most of us at this school 
are. And, pray, where did I get 
such a far out feeling? Just think 
for a rare moment. What did our 
radios say? 'Oh, God, we all ad-
mired the man and it is a shame 
that in a land of equality one 
must resort to violence to express 
opinions.' Other newscasters and 
editorials abhorred the killing 
and then condemned the rioting, 
ignoring the why. I overheard this 
in our hallowed halls: 'What is 
all the uproar for, I mean, why 
is everyone upset?' A Peace Prize 
Winner, a patient man, a key-
stone, . . . and this? 
I am confused and upset. And 
I wonder . . . will we let this 
man's death sink into the past as 
we do everything else that is un-
pleasant? Will we try again to 
calm ourselves and set the 
equilibrium on its false and flat-
tened feet? 
I am angry at my own race. So 
angry I would like to disassociate 
myself. Vigilantes arming, and 
conversely, here in Ithaca a boy 
stood up after a service and 
stated his purpose for the future: 
to destroy the riot weapons. 
Where are the others? Will we 
let the violence be forgotten? We 
are damned if we do! Let the 
Negroes not allow us to return 
to our shells and peace, our lib-
eral talk and our absent action! 
The First Step 
Dear Editor: 
Ithaca College has made tre-
mendous strides towards becom-
ing the quality institution we all 
would like it to be. The credit 
for much of this progress belongs 
to the leaders of this year's Stu-
dent Government. For their many 
hours of planning, work, and 
sweat, they deserve the gratitude 
of the entire student body. 
But what has been done this 
year is only the first step in a 
long journey. I, for one, would 
hate to see the progress stopped, 
the journey ended, before it was 
given a chance to go very far. To 
continue in the tradition estab-
lished this year, I believe we 
need experience, dedication and 
understanding in next year's Stu-
dent Body Officers. The candi-
dates of the New Era offer to the 
students of Ithaca College these 
qualities. 
The qualifications of the Presi-
dential and Vice-Presidential 
candidates on this ticket serve as 
an excellent illustration of my 
point. Mr. Dan Karson, the Presi-
dential candidate, is presently a 
member of the Student Govern-
ment "team". He has been, and 
continues to be, a guiding force 
behind the drive for inter-visita-
tion, wet campus, and student in-
volvement. He has worked out 
much legislation in Congress to 
support the campaign to improve 
Ithaca College and give I.C. st11-
dents the privileges they want. 
Mr. Karson has had much contact 
with the Administration and has 
How many of us are teaching in demonstrated his ability to work 
Harlem, how many of us know with them and get things done. 
how poor, how lost the ghettos lV[r. Joe Bogardus also has had 
arc? How many of us will even a strong record as an "ally" of 
listen open-mindedly? the present Student Government. 
I am impatient and I can no Serving as the Representative of 
longer sit and wl:!tch my white- Dorm 8, he has taken the initia-
ness speak. I am reminded of tive in a project to name the 
Moliere: he criticized those who residence halls of this college, 
have to continually remind- all and he bas seen the job through. 
around them that they are good, The two lower quad dorms now 
and indeed often are the least have names and not just imper-
good. I will not watch you sleep, sonal numbers, thanks to Mr. 
I must make the dull wake up. Bogardus' leadership. Also he is 
If we do not react with reason, the chairman of the Ithaca Col-
with self-searching, now, we may lege Miss Chemung Valley Com-
never have the chance. For my mittee. True, this is not a Stu-
part, I will confront my own dent Government activity, but it 
kind; I will ask the goddamn is another example of Mr. Bo. 
apathetic fat middle class whites gardus' dedication and fine lead-
what they really are, and if they ership capabilities. 
think, I too am middle class I LETTERS Continued on page 11 
' , 
too must search myself. But I will ~----.. ...... - ..... ..,., ....................... .,~ 
also ask the rest, when I meet 
their eyes. I only hope it is not 
too late to ask and question our-
selves intensely. What are my 
views? Am I prejudiced really? 
Am I racist? What can I do? I can 
tell you that it is not a Negro 
problem. It is our problem, a 
white one, and a rotten stinking 
one at that. 
Susan Longaker 
CHANTICLEER 
<> 
Best Spaghetti 
and Steaks 
<> 
Room available 
for your parties 
<> 
Stato & Cayuga 
AR 2-9678 
ll>owno,m 
T Due 
V(JJUUey 
[Hlonnse 
A IDirama C~ulb aicitress ait 
the Shakespeare !Festnva~ 
801 Wen Buffalo 
!French IFriecll 
ONHON RUNGS 
R.ike You Never 
Tasted Before ! 
put Genesee !Beer 01n1 Ham~ef)s 
wo 1n1e golb~et. Wlhe1111 asked! 
about nit, slhe sand!: (tit~ 1tlhouglh1t 
th]s was ~s V ou lnke ~t:" 
GCN DREW CO 
( 
ROCH Ny 
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Have you heard ... that Dr. 
Ogden was pounding sand down 
a rat bolo in romantic lit. semi-
nar ... that apologies go to Billy 
Butler . . . that STEPINIT really 
did . . . ,that Jack Gallagher 
looked so studly in his madras 
slacks, didn't he Gay? . . . that 
this will be the week that was ... 
that Jess, of STEPINIT fame, 
should get together with the edi-
tor of that Miami yearbook which 
was burned because it contained 
73 pictures of her . . . that the 
Bullseye out did themselves at 
the fashion show sponsored by 
Delta Phi ... that every English 
major counted the days till Thurs-
day's sherry hour ... that 'Meas-
ure for Measure' certainly meas-
ured some people up ... that we 
wish everyone a Happy Passover 
and a Happy Easter . . . that 
Obie's boys beat the Anti-draft 
demonstration was surprising, so 
was the demonstration . . . that 
Dr. Knepper require his seminar 
papers to have a dedication page 
... that JC seems to be spending 
quite a bit of time lately on 
crutches and rafts, . especially 
around the bridge tables ... that 
some people will miss the formal 
dance at Spring Weekend this 
year ... that the illiteral charac-
ter of the week award goes to 
Jess Nadleman, the Falstaff of 
the twentieth century pseudo-in-
tellects. 
Come One 
Come AID 
to 
IHIAlL 0 S 
l1>elicatesseD1J 
for your 
Passover Supplies 
and meals 
309 E. STATE ST. 
AR ~-7765 
1!wosomes 
Richard A. Cohen, sophomore 
Accounting major, and Business 
Manager of The Ithacan, is 
engaged to Miss Alison D. Morse, 
a secretary in the corporate eco-
nomics department of the Shell 
Oil Co. Both Mr. Cohen and Miss 
Morse were graduated from Mid-
wood High School, in Brooklyn. 
A summer, 1968, wedding is 
planned. 
Mr. Edward Tobias, a sopho-
more Radio-TV major, and Miss 
Anne Marie Iacuzzo, a sophomore 
Drama major from Rochester, 
N.Y., have announced their en-
gagement. Mr. Tobias is a mem-
ber of Sigma Alpha Nu, and from 
New York City. No date bas been 
set for the wedding as yet. 
The ITHACAN 
extends 
Best Wishes 
for CD 
Happy Easter 
and 
Passover 
to all of its readers 
For satisfaction in 
Service and Automotive 
Products see 
Floreck S Service 
507 So. Meadow St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. AR 2-7606 
Highways 13, 34 & 96 So. 
ENJOY THE ELEGANCE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE IN THIS AREA ... 
CILDNTON HOTEIL 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
BANQUETS, PRIVATE PARTIES, MEETINGS 
in the Beautiful Main Ballroom 
Also Special Rooms for any event Phone 273-3222 
ROOMS REMODELED and REFURBISHED FOR YOUR 
GUESTS by the Day or Week with FREE Parking Facilities 
Shhhhlhhlhl o o o o o 
HOURS: 
Mon.-Thurs. 
9a.m,-9 p.m. 
Fri-.-Sat. 
9 a.m.-6 p.m. 
!FREIE CollatiD119J 
Sc: 
per pago 
first copy 
313 Eddy St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
- Phone 
273-8686 
!FAST Service 01111 AIR Orcllers 
3c 2c: 
per page per page 
2nd thru 10th 11th copy and on 
copies 
XJER{P X 3copies by gnomo1111 
BE WISE Greek Columns 
Delta Phi Zeta Mu Phi Epsilon Gamma Delta Pi 
"J 
' 1 
The past weekend was an ex- Mu Phi Epsilon's sisters are Gamma Delta Pi wishes to in, ; 
USE 
CLASSIFIEDS 
citing one for the sisters of Del- real gems, and, not only that, they troduce its fiftb pledge class 
ta Phi. Saturday night many of are talented tool Our closed house Headed by President Sue Beatty. 
us bad a good time at the DK recital, Monday, April ·s, was the the pledges include Junior Mich'. 
and Pi Lam parties. Sunday after- solid proof of that. This recital elle Shank, Sophomores Pat ., 
noon was the softball game be- renewed in our minds the won- Melchar, Elaine Jaffe, and Sue ." 
tween our pledges and the derful purpose of our sorority. Lawrence, and Freshmen Judy 
pledges of Phi Delta Pi. The fact The music that was performed Willlams, Judy Warner, Jud 
that Delta Phi's pledges lost did was, to_ us, unequalled. This form Schweibert, Judy Johnson, Cher,l 
not discourage the sisters from of recital presents us wUh a ·Green, Jackie Hill, Linda BruninJ, 
starting a game of their own, and chance to perform before each Fran Labida, Cathy Capatb, Nan. 
the final result was a coed game. other and also to become ac- cy Cowles, Cheri Haring and 
We really appreciated the large quainted with different types of Carol McCarty. ' ;f 
CALL X326o FOR CLASSIFIEDS number of supporters who turned music. The opportunity can not al- Best of luck to our nominee . 
WILL WHOEVER pickod tho wrong up to cheer us on. ways be fulfilled in later life, and for Spring Week-end Court: Jane: ~ 
sucdo jacket Fridr>y. April 5. at tho Delta Phi's spring fashion show we are grateful to the sisters who Hogeboom for Queen, Gail Mc-
Somcplaeo Elso pica.so call Oarol at 275-4563 days, or at 273-0784 nights. was held on Wed~esday, April performed for the widening of earthy for Princess, and Judy , 
I havo youro. 10, with fashions from the Bulls- our view of good music. Williams for Freshman attenden• 
TIOKETS NOW ON SALE - Annn11l D J " presentn.tion of tho Gonernl Oustor eye. We are pleased with the It seems that our pledges are r. · B. Harcourt spoke to the 
~;:riin!~i,'/~"~.;,,,1;;':'n&: ft:,~;~: _success of this venture, which asking for more work to do, as sisterhood and our guests last 
tor tho Wisconsin Primary, H. Stas- has become a once-a-semester their time is obviously not filled. Tu_ esday night. His topic wa.i 
son for every election einco 1062. t Thank Lite ture even . s go to Sue Schild- They are getting so much sleep ra_ and Moral Decision, 
Send $1 for nuthorltntivo "Handbook h d bis ..., for Conscientious Objectors." Nationally wac ter, who was in charge of (from lack Of projects and re- an message was well takC.11 
rccol'.:'Ilizod. American Friends Service the ho d t all th · t ·t 1 ?) th by all Committee, Box 1s1; University station, s W an ° ose SIS ers Cl as. at they get up early · _ 
Syracuse, N.Y. who modeled. enough to awaken the sisters with Plans for our Spring Weekend 
PERSONNEL-Iggy plenso como homo With two weeks of p-led<ring re- surprises! Don',t fret, pledg· es, we float are finally off the ground. 
-All is forgiven-tho lizards nDd I o• N 
miss you. Lovo Dan. maining, we are looking forward will think of something to occupy ow we can't ·let out the secre~ 
I Buy 11s well as Sell to our annual Sorority Weekend, your time! but take our word for it, it'll be 
como OC'C mo either wny a gast -ALVIN R. BOOK which starts on April 19. Plans Our calendar gets more crowd- · 
Used ';i"{5 fot~!.t.io!o'tt.:Xuf·.~,. 8-6024 include a lodge party on Friday ed as the days near the end of Belated congratulations go out 
VETER.A.'IS-Formor Viot Nam pa.cl- night and a formal dinner-dance the term. Our Spring Recital is ~ Carol ~gel - first runner Up 
{t:'.;';~~::,~~~:m:hisd:~d1¥,itf.!'~~:t o~ Saturday night. Sever~ com- less than a week away. The s~rs m the Miss Chemung Valley con .. 
01111 Lyndon evenings 202-456-1414. Dllt~ees are at work planrung the are rehearsing constantly for this test. 
FOR SALE--OI..ASSES-From :PETER -vanous aspects of the weekend .. most important date April 17 We Last Wednesday was our bi-an.·. 
POTENZA. 200 E. Soncc11. whore Congratu'-·ti·ons to Mik "''"'h 11 1 ki ' · nual pledge swi·tch wi"th D !ta you'll find a comploto nolection of "" e ~ e , are 00 ng forward to showing e 
irnmo~ f!nd a laboratory to !ill nll who was recently elected presi- you an unforgettable pe~rm Kappa, and we met some very porecr1ptione. d u.u - polite f h bo 
$1.08s,!;!0$~n.·D$~ALE D:~:a °i:a::. ':!11% :i:e~t:; ance!- - have th= w1!~r trai!!d!DK must 
UNION BOOKSTORE Catherine Crozier, esteemed as w·th n1 brothers who were also elected i O Y one more week of 
one of the best orgnaists in the 1 d · 1-u THOMPSON'S STUD SERVIOE-Oow• boy nvailablo !or eummor cmploymont 
on largo fo.rm. Demands many nffec-
tionnto cows. Oall Jumping Tim-
X3606-Tho Original Cowpoko. 
to office. We would like to wish Pe gmg c.u - the sisters are 
them the best of luck in the com- worid• will be giving a concert bracing themselves for the on-
ing year. on the new pipe organ, Friday, slaught of pledge prlmks. We'v~ 
Stnto & Corn Street. Second Hand Store. Oddities, Antiques & Fads. All kinds of junk. Bought & Sold. 444 W. 
State St. 
TO WHOM •IT MAY CONOERN-
Do 70n know about the shoe ropalr 
shop nt 580 w. St.ate St. r All work guaranteed on ahoes. handbags, brief 
cases, nnd nll other leRthor articles. 
It"s SLOTTEO"B SHOE REPAIR. 
Phono .AB, 2-49,9. 5% dlsconnt If :yon 
mention Tho ITHA.OAN I 
FIGHT AGAINST THE PILL--1,fokc Ethol first Indy. Send c11mp11ii;n do-
nntions to Paul, Vnticnn Oity. 
Required Books for this semester will 
ho nvnilablo in tho Dorm 6 Bookstore 
only until April 12. 
SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITIES -
Position now nva.ilo.blo for non~violcnt 
Tau Alpha Mu 
by Barb Ames 
Last Saturday night the sis-
ters and pledges of Tau Alpha Mu 
thoroughly enjoyed their first 
social event, a costume party with 
Sigma Alpha Nu. An expression 
of -0ur appreciation goes to every-
one who helped to make the 
party a great success. 
f:~~~~i~f!:'.~t~ipi~a~~!f"t~ On Wednesday, April 3, a 
compatib!o - Special consi~ers.tion to ·pledge exchange was made with 
form.or firemen. Send npphca.t1ona to • 1600 Pennsylvania Avo., Wnshini;ton, Sigma Alpha Nu under the super. 
D.o. vision of TAM pledgem.istress Jo 
It~~!u s!lofc0tfv1oati8~rvi~: }~r:~!f0~ Anderson and SAN pledgmaster 
~~:r¥;i.,3g~_ ~;,f f9•;r-· Tnes., Thnre., Bud Fenzel. The day was high-lighted by a joint activity se~on 
and a scavenger bunt fur the San-
ny pledges. 
STUDIO APARTMENT - Oomplotoly furnishod, including T.V. and air• 
conditioning. Idonl for 2. Avnilnblo Sopt. '68. Nino months lenso. $150 per month. Utilities included. 272· 6252 .. 
FUN DOI-Try Fondue I}onri;uii;nonne. (hoof) ... Something n1,w and dif-ferent nt tho Porter Hontio Room. nt 
tho Wonderland Motel. 272·5252. 
Weather permitting, there will 
be an Easter egg hunt for ,the 
faculty children on Saturday, 
April 13. . 
Exclusive Dealer for 
April 19. Catherine is an alumnae already had mirrors stolen doors 
of Mu Phi Epsilon, and we are ?11d railings covered with shav. 
all looking forward to this beauti- mg cream, and our "first step" 
ful manifestation of musicianship. put in grave jeopardy. 
We hope to see all of you there Thi t 
for it promises to be one of the' s pas week our traditional pledge switch with Pi Lam was 
best programs the music depart- re-enacted _ and everyone man-
ment has sponsored.· aged to make it through the joint 
pledge skit smiling. But some-
times it was hard. Thanks to the 
brothers for hosting the memora-
ble event. Sigma Alpf,a Nu 
Spring fever seems to be hit-
ting. all the brothers. The soft-
ball team is ps_ycbed for this sea-
son ,and will have payed its first 
game this week. Some of the cos-
tumes at last Saturday night's 
party certainly showed that the 
fever has hit: The most original 
costume award goes to AI and 
Elissa for the clothesline. The 
most revealing costume goes to 
Shel. 
Wjth Spring Weekend only 
three week away, the brothers 
~ave been· kept very ·busy prepar-
ing the float and planning social 
activities for the weekend. The 
float promises to be the best in 
the history of Sigma Alpha Nu, 
and should be very "refreshing" 
for all.· 
For the past week the sisters 
of Gamma 'Delt have been sfa. 
tio~ed in the Union lobby selling 
Spnng Weekend tickets. H you 
haven't bought yours yet _ bet-
ter hurry. Nearly all the best 
seats have been sold already. 
Rho Mu Theta 
On April 6, the brothers found 
time from their studies and work 
on the float to have a "Pines 
Party''. These parties have be-
co~e an institution in the 
fraternity and are greatly favored 
by all the brothers. 
Pledging bas been going along 
very w:ell indeed and Pledgemas-
ter Dan Zeichnli!r has been doing 
)~" -
~~~?;:-,!?:,, {·~1~%,; 
Ithaca College 
Physical Therapy 
Rings and Pins 
Continued on page 7 
.----------:: 
ALTMAN & GREEN JEWELERS 
144 E. State St. AR 2-1810 
Open Fri. 'til 9:00 p.m. 
SMOOTH DATES 
f"1nk Hammer· 
start at the Kent. For a sparkling evening the gracious 
Old English atmosphere _ is perfect. The mood at the 
Kent is just right for a quiet, intimate dinner. The in-
comparable food adds a luster to your evening. Dinner 
served from 5:30 to 9:30 p.m. daily except Sunday. 
Late supper selections available 9:30 to 111 l 5 p.m. 
Kent 
ST.EAK HOUSE 
109 South Aurora St., Ithaca, N.Y. Phone 272•1618 
ITHACA'S RECREATION 
CENTER 
36 Lanes to Serve You 
ALWAYS OPEN BOWLING 
lde's Bowling 
& Billiards 
JuddFalls Road 
AR 3-4111 
The Derby 
Cocktail Lounge 
Come with your dates and 
dance to a smooth band 
every Saturday night. 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA 
Elmira Rd.• 272-9715 
.-----------------------~-. !~ 
Famous for: 
CONES- SUNDAES 
SO Flavors of Milk Shakes & Soda 
CHARCOAL BROILED 
HAMBURGERS & HOT DOGS 
-316 Elmira Road 
·~ 
~ 
~1 
j 
; 
] 
,t 
l ~ 
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GREEKS CONTINUED 
a fine job of guiding the pledges 
along the trail to brotherhood. 
Sigma Alpha Iota 
On Saturday night the sisters of 
Sigma Alpha Iota presented an 
all Brahms concert. The Roman-
tic spirit of Brahms was well por-
trayed in the piano and vocal 
numbers which were performed. 
Send A Mouse 
To College 
UNUSUALLY DISTINCTIVE fOOTWEAR FOR MEN 
on April 9, Robert Heath, of 
Tulane University, gave an en-
lightening lecture on schizophre-
nia as part of the C. P. Snow Lec-
ture Series. ·The large turnout 
was impressed by Mr. Heath's 
lecture and was interested to 
learn that schizophrenia is a 
specific biological disease. 
Alpha Epsilon Rho 
by Ron Kobosko 
The pledges of Alpha Epsilon 
Rho, the national honorary 
Radio-Television Fraternity, this 
week entered the two week 
"social" portion of our pledge 
, program. While they did have 
some difficulties making the ad-
justment, they have in general 
fared very well. Only a little 
more than_ a week r!'!mains before 
"Hell Night," and no doubt the 
pledges are looking forward to 
the successful completion of 
pledging. In the time remaining, 
though, their characters and atti-
tudes will be tested through 
social pledging, as their broad-
cast abilities were during profes-
sional pledging, to see if they 
really do merit membership in 
a social professional fraternity. 
Keep alert, pledges, the next few 
days really count! 
Coverage plans for the Spring 
Weekend float parade were fin-
alized this __ week; as noted last 
week, nearly all of the brothers 
and pledges are involved in the 
telecast. Alpha Epsilon Rho's 
social plans for the weekend, in-
cluding a banquet and party, 
were also made Ihore definite, 
although some details still need 
to be worked out. The certificates 
of membership for some of our 
recently admitted members ar-
rived this week, and will ~e pre-
sented to these members as soon 
as they are signed by our faculty 
advisor and chapter President 
Ernie Sauer. Word is still await-
ed concerning the results of the 
Annual Alpha Epsilon Rho Na-
tional Production Awards Compe-
tition; all of us are interested in 
knowing how well our chapter's 
entries did. Our chapter is in 
charge of determining the out-
standing professional broad-
caster to be named as this year's 
annual Honorary Member. With 
a poll of all our chapters nearly 
completed, Fred Friendly is the 
fraternity's choice; be will be 
notified this- week, and presented 
with an award at our annual na-
tional convention, scheduled for 
Tulso, Oklahoma during late 
April. 
Our congratulations to sisters 
Martha George, Elaine Merrey, 
and our musical advisor Mrs. Lu-
cille Baker for their fine recitals. 
Miss George presented an organ 
recital at St. John's Church on 
Sunday with sacred selections by 
Bach and Dupre. A piano recital 
was given by Miss Merrey Qn 
April 11, including works by Scar-
lotti, Ravel, Chopin, and Copland. 
Mrs. Baker, professor of voice at 
the music school gave a v·ery fine 
faculty recital last week. She was 
accompanied by Mrs. Mary Ann 
Covert, S.A.l.'s membership ad-
visor, and performed songs by 
Handel, Chausson, Bucci, Strauss, 
and Ned Rorem. 
An April 19, Miss Genia Hol-
lander, principal flute in Concert 
Band and Orchestra, will give a 
recital. She will be accompanied 
by Miss Elizabeth Fogle. 
We hope to see you there. 
Phi Epsilon ·«appa 
Spring is here! Last weekend 
looked like a preview to Spring 
Weekend. The brothers are al-
ready getting psyched. Under the 
capable direction of "Lance" Car-
ney the weekend already looks 
like a huge success and we can't 
wait. 
Sunday afternoons at the park 
is the thing to do, right team. 
The Phi E K softball team looks 
like it will be in the running all 
the way down to the finish. We 
certainly wake up in the strang-
est places some time, don't we 
Buster. Segui enjoyed the con-
cert Joan put on. A real nice girl 
Jack, too bad she didn't have 
more money. A few short nips 
were had in Mouse's and Bart's 
room and a very enlightening 
conversation was had. 
TUNE ON-TUNE IN-DROP 
OUT! 
GREEKS cont. on p. 10 
IIOOMI • "COD e U,UNGIII:° 
SllDday 1-10. 13:3o.,.3:30, 5:3o-a 
Weetdays 1-10,."12-2. 11-8 
~15464-9aGI 
OWned 117.Wella Colll&e 
"Send a mouse to College" is positively identify with the com-
the theme of a volunteer cam- munity. This project cannot help 
paign being carried out this week but improve relations between 
at Cornell University and Ithaca the "town" and the "gown," Levy 
College for the American Cancer said. 
Society. The IFC organizations are 
According to Jon Levy, General handling the campaigns com-
Chairman of this year's crusade, pletely on their own. Students 
from fraternities and sororities 
the Inter-Fraternity Councils at on both hills will handle distri-
both institutions have volunteer- bution of the envelopes, publicity 
ed to distribute small envelopes surrounding the week-long drive, 
which picture a mouse in a grad- which begins Monday, and col-
uation cap and collegiate sweater lection of the envelopes. 
and request the contributor to The Tompkins County house-to-
house drive starts Sunday, April 
deposit at least 27-cents, the 21, and extends through Tues-
amount necessary to purchase a day, April 23. This year's goal is 
laboratory mouse used in cancer $22,000, the highest ever in this 
research. 
"I was overwhelmed with the 
enthusiastic response of the stu-
dents at both schools," Levy said, 
adding "their feeling of civic 
responsibility is certainly far 
greater than I imagined. 
county. 
THE YARN SHOP 
201 N. Tioga 
<> 
MOTHER'S DAY 
<> 
"When presented with the chal-
lenge to raise money to help the 
Tompkins County ACS drive, both 
Cornell and Ithaca College im-
mediately responded in a manner 
which exemplified their desire to 
Make her a gift 
that will 
FONTANA'S 
SINCE 1923 
truly be appreciated. 
WAREHOUSE 
OZ & !ENDS 
9 - 1 
JJAINJ1fZIEN COJllil~ 
CAiAILONA 
an"ofie yolUJ fr@ 
(OJ $ l!JJ ITT) 1]' <Ol 11il 
GALLERY ONE TWENTY•ONIS presents drawings & graphics 
of WOLF & PETER KAHN from April 13 to May 5, 1968 You may not be able to Jump into Lake Cayuga right at the moment. 
But you can take advantage of the 
sun's warm rays m a new bathing 
SUit. 
$i.4s MEDIUM SIZE PIZZA 
FOR 98C 
with lhis collpe:11 
Pizza Inn 
112N.AURORAST. 273-8744 
This Offer Expires April 18, 1968 
We have b1km1s. and the more 
sedate one and two-piece styles. m 
Junior and misses· sizes. and a wide 
color selection 
Meet the sun at 
opon 9:10-5:30 daily 
Fridays 9: 10-9:00 
119 E. State St. 
because it's a woman's world 
COLLEGETOWN 
ITHACA, N. Y. 
AR 2-2080 
Verde 
FOR 
MEN 
ONLY 
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GUN & TACKllE 
CIENTEIR 
FATIGUE 
,,, JACKETS 
$2 
504 W. State AR 2-9577 
across from Barnett's Sunoco 
SENJIORS~~ 
CAPS, GOWNS AND HOODS 
FOR GRADUATING SENIORS ... 
Freeman's Sporting Goods, 102 
West State Street, is now taking 
orders at rental fees of $4.20 for 
Bachelor's and $7.61 for Master's. 
Orders must be placed by grad-
uating student before April 26. 
Downtown -104 E. State St. 
SpU'o[l1)g AppareB ,/Explosion ! 
~u\"i~ 0 llE"ssl's 
~o~ st1\f,-S 
""s B£4C1-j 
~'? Ws-41l ~ SP01l1'S '\,.,c; 
WEAR 
.JJunooli' Sizes 5 - 15 
BIG DEAL! 
--.:.._----------
yon 
get9um 
squaw 
boots~ Smoke signals 
say braveir and squaws running 
wild for fringe benefits of squaw 
boots. Heap good color . . Sandy 
Beige! 900 (1/'7~ 
tQ~ THE FASHION PACE 
Alexis Wade New 
Miss Chemung Valley 
Ithaca College will be repre-
sented at the Miss New York 
State pageant by Alexis Wade, 
winner of the Miss Chemung Val-
ley contest_ Alexis is a Sopho-
more P.T. major from Horse-
heads, New York. She will be 
judged in the state pageant in 
three different catagories; talent, 
bathing suit, and evening gown. 
For the talent section of the 
Chemung Valley competition, 
Alexis sang "Kids" from the 
WESTt~cal 
A~ Glasses 
~~and Contact 
Lenses Eitted 
CO-OP SHOPPING 
CENTER ITHACA 
ARj:,-0994 
"Makes It Better To See 
You With My Dear" 
Broadway musical Bye Bye 
Birdie. Her talent for the state 
contest will also be in musical 
comedy; the song - "I Can't Say 
No" from the long running hit, 
Oklahoma. -
Aside from singing in her high 
school choir, Alexis has had no 
theatrical experience outside of 
the Chemung Valley competition. 
"I'm excited and happy that I 
won," Alexis said, "but I don't ex-
pect to win in New York. I'm go-
ing to New York for an enjoyable 
and memorable' experience." 
Last year, Alexis was the sec-
ond runner-up for Miss Ch~mung 
Valley and while she was in high 
school, Alexis was the second 
runner-up in the Junior Miss 
pageant. This year's first runner-
up for Miss Chemung Valley is 
Carol Engel. 
The Miss New York State 
Pageant will run from July 8 to 
July 13. 
Spanish 
Club Elects 
Officers 
The Spanish Club will be meet. 
ing to elect officers for the com-
ing year, Monday April 15 at 
8:30 p.m. The positions to be 
voted on are President, Vice. 
president, and a combination 
Secretary-Treasurer. Ali those in-
terested in the Spanish language 
and culture, whether it is their 
major field or not, are cordially 
invited to attend. 
In .addition to regular bi-
monthly informal meetings in the 
pub, the Spanish Club has spon-
sored several activities in the 
past year including: a Christmas 
fiesta, a lecture on Spanish paint-
ing by Dr. DeAguero, and most 
recently, the Spanish film "Los 
Olvidados". 
Plans for the future include 
a spring picnic and next year, a 
weekend trip to New York. The 
next meeting will be held in U-1 
for the elections. 
Study Show 
Little Sex 
at College 
" ,," ,_ 
;- ( 
Palo Alto, Calif. (I.P.) - Con. 
trary to popular sterotypes, s 
there's little sexual promiscuity" t 
among college students, a four. 
year study at Stanford and the 
University of California at Berke. f,' · 
Icy · shows. "Sexual intimacy, 
where it occurs, takes place,in 
the context of a relationship that 
is serious rather than casual" 
says Dr. Joseph Katz of the Sta~. ·: 
ford Intitute for the Study of , 
Human Problems. O 
"Students' interest in the op. 
posite sex has physical contact as 
only one component. Establish-
ing more communicative relations 
often is uppermost on their con-
scious agenda." 
Commenting on the relation-
ship of sex and morality, as seen 
by students, the Stanford re. 
searcher says: "By tbeir senior 
year, about half·(45% to 63%) of 
the students think people would 
be happier if premarital sex were 
taken for granted. Even larger 
proportions approve of premari. 
tal sex and even abortion. 
"If there has been a shift in _ 
sexual morality, which is difficult ; 
to determine in the absence of 
sufficient data from earlier dec-
ades, it means not so much a de. 
cline in moral codes as a change 
in their contents. For large seg-
ments ·of college youth, premari-
tal sex is consistent with morality 
and behavior ruled by principles 
of responsibility and concern for 
others. 
"This thesis is supported by the : 
distinction students make be-
tween premarital and extra-mari-
Please turn top. 10 
LEE'S GARAGE 
FOR: Repairs on all makes 
and models, including for-
eign cars, specializing in 
Volkswagen. 
N.Y.S. lnspedion 
Front End Alignment 
Eledrical Tune-up 
Brake & Motor Overhaul 
402 S. CAYUGA ST. 
AR 3·1821 Rear Entrance 
j 
l.01\Don FOo® 
WHAT! haven1t bought your 
London Fog® golfer, yet! 
'.,,/' 
The name of the Spring game is London F·og, ® 
no matter what your game. C Golfer works well 
with ANY game, from golf to girl watching:) It's 
supposed to. It's also supposed to work well in 
the rain. We can attest to that. Besides, it's 
windproof. What more could you want besides 
the great colors: natural, navy, loden green, 
light blue, fire red or canary yellow. Get one 
now and start your game! 
GOLFER ..... $19 
KENT GOLFER, lined .. . $30 
also available at: 
STUART'S CLOTHIERS, 409 College Ave. 
shop tonite 'ti/ 9 
' 
~ P D ~r l J JJ H J !) l) ~r JJ E 
MOVIE REVIEW 
by Richard Gerdau 
Conteu.nporary Sound 
I~ 
;- STRAND-This year's Academy Award Winning Best Picture 
,:_ In The Heat of The Nig/z.t. A properly unsentimental look 
at racism is the film's first merit, its intricate suspense yarn 
1s its second. Sidney Poitier and .Oscar winner Rod Steiger 
star as two detectives trying to steal each other's glory in 
the pursuit of a small town southern murderer. Norman 
Jcwison's stylistic direction and Quincy Jones excellent 
score add to the film's honor. 
,, 
TE1'1PLE-Up T/z.e Junction-another look at English lower 
class changing morals with Susy Kendell and Dennis 
Waterman. (unviewable before press time) 
f ITHACA-Closely Watched Trains-the second week for Oscar 
~ winning Best Forei&n Film. Jiri Menzel's poignant and 
· truthful look at growing up in a warrin~ society. The sexual 
growth of a Czech adolescent is told with both humor and 
profundity. . 
CINEMA-Thoroughly Modern Millie-The roaring twenties 
revisited.with guides Julie Andrews, Carol Channing, and 
Mary Tyler Moore. 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY CINEMA-Shoot The Piano Play-
er-Francois Truffaut's French classic. 
STATE-Planet of t/z.e Apes-sec below. 
King Kong told the story of a freakish simian causing havoc 
in a human society. Planet of t/z.e Apes reverses the situation. 
Charlton Heston stars as an _astronaut after the year 3000 who 
travels through space and time to land ·on a planet where the 
apes rule and man is a wild beast. Heston is the only human 
on the planet who can speak, and the trouble he causes sends 
the ape scientists into a bitter debate on their evolution that 
leads to a Scopes-like trial and a surprise ending that only a 
sadistic film critic would reveal. 
The story was adapted from the Pierre· Boulle novel, La 
Planete des Singes, by Michael Wilson and Rod Serling. The 
ri film's evolution is as confused as the reverse evolution it pro-
poses. Rod Serling wrote the first draft for another producer. 
Because of the obvious make-up and photographic problems the 
project was scraped until current producer Lewis Jacobs picked 
it up and hired Wilson. to refine the script. So it is debatable 
who to blame for the atrocious and preachy dialogue, or who 
to praise for the basic originality and intricate plot structure. 
· he film mak~ a nice attempt at satin: .. on man's animalistic 
.. 
.:.;J; 
qualities, and some tries at self satire that, if nothing else, allow 
the audience to laugh at a premise that is visually laughable 
to begin with .. ( i_.e. three a~e jud_ges who ~o the "see no evil," 
etc. bit _or a ~1m1~n preacher-letting out ~th "I never _met an 
ape I didn't· like.' Comedy and senous satire can be mixed, as 
in Dr. Strangelove, but comedy, suspense, satire, and science 
fiction are four hard elements to properly balance. 
Franklin Shaffner's direction fluctuates. While the film is 
always visually superb ( thanks to Leon Shamroy's cinematogra-
phy), Shaffner lets Charlton Heston give one of the worst per-
formances of his career. Maurice Evans, Roddy MacDowe11, and 
Kim Hunter are excellent, albiet always disguised behind John 
. Chamber's fantastic simian make-up. 
While the film's shortcomings drag it down, Apes is so fresh 
that it is a must for either senous film gors or those looking 
for celluloid escape. Not since King Kong dangled from the Em-
pire State Building or Raquel Welsh flowed through someone's 
bloodstream ( F anstastic 'Voyage), has cinema science fiction 
r_eached these heights. And, even though the dialogue comes off 
hke a sermon, the film is still ·a worthy reminder that seldom 
before has manki!1d reached these present day depths. 
WICB-FM Program Guide 
Saturday, April 13 
9:00 a.m. Morning Life 
12:00 p.m. Weekend with Mitch 
Davis 
, 3:00 p.m. Weekend with Dick 
Wilson 
6:00 p.m. Folk Music Ithaca with 
Bob Shulman 
I 
9:00 p.m. Escapade with Rich 
Newburg 
Tuesday, April 16 
6:00 p.m. Limelight 
7:00 p.m. Mutual News Commen-
tary-Fulton Lewis m 
7:15 p.m. Concert Hall with 
Martin Lo Monaco 
9:00 p.m. Escapade (By Request) 
with Carl .Jenks 
10:00 p.m. Somewhere In The 
Night with Tom Hill 
11:00 p.m. History of Jazz with 
Tom Hill Wednesday, April 17 
12:00 p.m. somewhere In The 6:00 p.m. LiJl!elight 
Night with Tom Hill 7:00 p.m. Mutual News Commen-
(AM and FM) tary-Fulton Lewis m 
Sunday, April 14 7:15 p.m. Concert Hall with 
by Bob Joo 
"AND THE HITS JUST KEEP ON COMIN' !!" That's a 
familiar cry you'll hear from Top 40 broadcasters these days. I 
hate to disillusion you, but those urgent voices lie. First of all, 
there are so many commercials that you wonder exactly where 
those hits are. Secondly, there aren't any more hits. Not today. 
Don't get me wrong - the Beatles and the Monkees are still 
million sellers. But single records are just not what they used to 
be. Not in sales, not in content. 
Ten years· ago, the record industry produced singles for 
us, the "general public." Today, singles are produced for a 
medium-radio. Specifically Top 40. Ten years ago Top 40 was 
just what its name implied. A radio station would play the "top 
40" records of the week, be it Patti Page or The Five Satins. 
Radio didn't mind playing such diverse sounds then. But Top 
40 evolved into a sound unto itself. First there were jingles, 
which originally attempted to give the station an identity. These, 
however, soon became overlong production numbers. Then came 
the theory of no "dead air." In laymen's terms this meant that 
not a sound of sile!lce was allowed to find its way onto-the 
station's airwaves or else the deejay on duty would have his 
voice revoked. And soon -the record industry began making 
products to fit this "wall of sound." Ballads suffered a fast death. 
Upbeat numbers began to sound like station jingles. Except the 
jingles were better. Top 40 ruled records. The record industry 
didn't mind. They were making money. 
In early 1966 the industry began to realize that they were 
manufacturing a profitless product. The Beatles had just re-
leased "Rubber Soul;" in a business where imitation is a reflex, 
long playing albums suddenly became GOOD. Now you can 
buy an album by any major artist unheard and be quite sure 
that it will be good. Albums became anything the particular 
artist wanted it to be-a bunch of songs, a message, a concept. 
And what about singles? For an average selling single 
record, a company loses. The manufacturing and the promotion 
just don't match the sales. And the inane songs are killing Top 40 
in the process. I mea!l look at the difference between "Sgt. Pep-
per" and "Simon Says.'' Record companies are in the odd situa-
tion of competing with themselves. 
In any case, WE win, for a change. Albums cost more, but 
then it isn't "Do Wah Diddy" is it? 
JAZZ CONCERT REVIEW 
The Jazz Workshop, under the direction of Ray Brown, 
gave its fifth· annual concert in Ford Hall on Tuesday, April 2. 
It was a truly good concert and should not have_ been missed. 
The program covered a wide range of literature using a 
variety of different orchestrations which helped make an inter-
esti11g concert. The first half of the program began with Fanfare 
by Hugo Montenegro. This piece was performed in an almost 
flawless manner. Fanfare was followed by Dolphin Dance, by 
Herbie Hancock, orchestrated for flugel horn ( Ray Brown), 
guitar (Steve Brown), piano (Andy Le Verne), string bass 
(John Whitney) and drums (Joe Connelly). In this piece, each 
artist took up a solo chorus andshowed off their virtuousity. 
John Lewis's Sketch for strings and jazz quartet added a 
new flavoring and spiced up the concert. 
Mr. Gregg Smith's premiere performance of Sanctus in-
volved the flugelhorn, guitar, string bass, drums, alto and vocal 
nesemble which produced an exhilarating performance. Sanctu.s, 
based on a Latin text, produced a sound that was similar to 
that of the Bach Swingle Singers. The beginning slow section 
of this work sounded a bit muddled -but once the first fast sec-
tion got under way the piece came to life and showed its colors. 
The second portion of the concert got back into the groove 
-of the typical Jazz Workshop concert employing the standard 
jazz ensemble playing typical Jazz Workshop pieces. These in-
cluded: Opener 6'7-'68 by Ray Brown, the John Morris ar-
rangement of Rose Room, Joe Belcastro's Excursion and Blue 
Fugue and David Berger's arrangement of Kaye & Reid's I'll 
Close My Eyes. Ray Brown's flugelhorn solo and arrangement 
of Alfie made for an unusual and satisfying piece. 
This was followed by the premiere performance of Frank 
Foster's Ithaca Suite with guitar soloist James Hall. The com-
bination of Mr. Hall's proficency on the the guitar and Frank 
Foster's interesting and gratifying writing made for a rewarding 
performance. 
To add to the enjoyment of the concert, two encore pieces 
were performed; a David Bt!rger arrangement of All t/z.e Things 
You Are featuring James Hall on guitar and Opener '67-'68 
with, again, James Hall and, on tenor sax, Frank Foster. The 
combination of the two guests of the evening made for a per-
fect ending for the concert . 
.;: 12:05 p.m. Master eoritrol Martin Lo Monaco 
- 12:30 p.m. Weekend with Sandy 8:00 p.m. Duet with Claudia Pel-
Hall- · llgan and Jerry Cas-
The variety of the program, the ~uest soloists and the Jazz 
Workshop members made Tuesday night at Ford Hall a very 
worthwhile evening. 1:00 p.m. Broadway Request bolt 
with Sandy Hilll 10:00 p.m. Escapade with .Jerry 
2:oo p.m. Weekend with Sandy . Casbolt 
Hall · Thursday, April 18 
3:00 p.m. Spotlight with Bob 6:00 p.m. Limelight New J/JJ Added tto Sfl([JJ,ff 
Zdrojewski 7:00 p.m. Mutual News Commen- by Ron Kobosko 
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by Susan Longaker 
I must confess that in my weakest moments I threaten to 
turn this column into a political commentary. However, judging 
by my feedback, that would be a dasterdly deed. So I cling to a 
part of myself - one that looks and feels the sadness that it 
sees, as well as the joy ( although there has been precious little 
these past few weeks), I remain apart, however. Thus I will turn 
away from the United States this week and do more French 
poems. This is to give you all a rest, and give me a way to 
renew my love for the French language, and a land of French, 
Canada. Adieu. The following are selected from Contemporary 
French Poetry, edited by Alexander Aspel and Donald Justice. 
And I do justice to the publishers, Ann Arbor Paperbacks, The 
University of Michigan Press. 
FOR TWO CHILDREN 
I saw your twenty-day blue eyes 
Give a bright shudder to the leaves 
Of the elm and tamarask. 
I saw your father grow taller 
While lifting you to his chest 
And your mother reveal herself 
While kissing your seaweed - sweet cheeks. 
In the reconciling cradle 
Where you blush, little dawn. 
Elizabeth, I discover you 
Like the rose in the undergrowth. 
And I am happy for that, 
I walking under the fine rain. 
HELENE 
With your slow cradle, with your sweet horse, 
Greetings; My inn is yours. 
How clever your warmth is 
Knowing obliquely how to reach my heart 
Dear child of streams and dreams! 
Helene! Helene! 
But what do the seasons want from you 
Who love you in four ways? 
That your beauty, like light, 
Enter and dwell in each house? 
Or that the always full moon 
Surround your hand and take you 
Up to the love you need? 
translated from the French 
by Paul Engle. 
FROM ELEGIES 
Midi c'est l'etranger 
Qui se nourrit en vain 
De l'etendue des pres 
Et des furies d'insectes 
Quend la patrie est clans les caves 
Aces la have des Iimaces. 
Noon is the outsider 
Who feeds in vain 
On the stretched-out fields 
An don the furies of insects 
\Vhen home is in caves 
With the drool of slugs . 
translated by 
Tod Perry and Maurice O'Meara 
LE VIN DU JOUR 
Le vin du jour me gagne 
au milieu du jour 
le milieu rouge 
avec une route au fond 
et le roulement de la ferraille 
qui m'appartient 
la vaisselle 
de la terre 
croule 
comme une ma1son 
sous les pas 
et je m'arrete 
chaque fois qu'elle sonne 
sur la prunellc des pierres. 
THE WINE OF DAY 
( translated by Warren Carrier) 
The wine of day overtakes me 
in the middle of the day 
the red middle 
with a road in the distance 
and the rolling of scrap iron 
that belongs to me 
the crockery 
of the earth 
crumbles 
like a house 
under my feet 
and I stop 
each time it strikes 
on the eye of the rocks. 
FROM ELEGIES 
II aura trop tcnu 
Dans le fond de sa paume 
Es face de la mer 
Du sable que le vent 
Y prenait grain par grain 
Celui que tient la peur 6:00 p.m. Weekend with Pam tary-Fulton Lewis m 
Rogers 7:15 p.m. Concert Hall with WICB this week adds another 
8:45 p.m. History of Rock with Martin Lo Monaco All-Collegiate to the Radio 60 
Martin LoMonaco 8:00 p.m. Newsline Ithaca - sound - Bob Zdrojewski, heard 
9:0Q p.m. The Al Rosen Rock Radio Edition with Tuesdays between 6 ;i~d 9 p.m. 
Show Bill Groody ·spring fever bns bit the entire 
Monday, April 15 8:30 p.m. Quad with Sandy Hall WICB staff, and a big Spring 
6:00 p.m. Limelight and Lanny Frattare Fevor campaign emphasizing that 
7:00 p.m. Mutual New Commen- 9:00 p.m. Escapade with Fred point will begin soon. Plans are 
tary-Fulton Lew.is m Lanclrel being finalized now for our move 
7:15 p.m. Limelight 10:00 p.m. Wonderland with up to South Hill next Fall. All-
'l:30 P.m. Georgetown Forum Steve Schwartz new equipment currenty, being 
ordered arid new studios in the 
final design stage will bring you 
the ultimate in collegiate radio 
sound. With the weather getting 
better all the time, be sure to 
take WICB with you wherever 
you go on campus, especially on 
the Quad. The announcement of 
next year's station manager bas 
been postponed until the end of 
the year. 
De devenir nuage 
He probably held too tight, 
In the hollow of his hand, 
Looking out to the sea, 
To the sand the wind 
W a's taking grain by grain-
He who harbors fear 
Of becoming mist. 
translated by 
Tod Perry and Maurice O'Meara 
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LITTLE SEX Cont. 
tal sex. Acceptance of the latter 
was much lower, presumably be-
cause a moral principle-fidelity 
same students, questioned both 
as freshmen and as seniors, does 
show some significant and strik-
ing changes, Dr. Katz points out. 
"We find a trend toward a 
-was violated." greater acceptance of impulse, a 
When asked whether their relaxation of rigid or punitive 
moral, religious, and political controls, and greater assertion of 
views had changed in college, independence. There also is less 
about a quarter of the seniors a tendency to self-blame an? 
said they had changed a lot in greater readiness to look for ob-
college. Data obtained separately jective conditions, rather than 
from personality testing of the magic or moralizing, in account-
ing for malfunctioning, failure, 
GREEKS Cont. 
Pi Theta Phi 
DONUTS HAVE HOLIES ! 
and 
and destructiveness. 
"Even though for many stu-
dents certain values remain quite 
stable," he concludes, "there may 
be quite a difference in the ways 
in which these views are held. 
Students may maintain the same 
general orientation and yet be 
much more tolerant and flexible 
in the way in which they express 
Pl Theta Phi is especially 
proud of one of its Sophomore 
P.T. majors who was recently 
chosen Miss Chemung Valley. 
Alexis Wade did a marvelous job 
and from here she will go on, to 
the New York State finals in 
June to vie for the position of 
representative to the Miss Ameri-
ca contest from the state. We all 
wish her the very best of luck. 
On April 1, 1968, at 8:30 p.m. 
in S-202 our Spring Institute was 
held in conjunction with the 
regional APT A meeting. The 
speaker for the evening was Mdss 
Coe who spoke on PNF {Proprio-
ceptive Neuromuscular Facilita-
tion). 
!SOIL TOIN 1 S DONUT rt;,DNETTE 
CO-OP SHOPPING CENTER 
has a whole line of fine donuts ! 
The 
sate 
tire 
YOU'RE THE WINNER 
WHEN YOU BUY FROM THE 
~~ FIRESTONE "SAFE TIRE" MAN 
IN THE CHECKERED SHIRT! 
~· 
_.,, 
ff 
As Spring Weekend fast ap-
proaches, everyone is working to 
SUPER SPORTS 
WIDE OVIL 
.-":;;~-- The original WIDE OVAL ••• tbs 
most widely copied tire evsr /Jui/ti 
The WIDE ·OVAL is nearly 2" 
wider than your present tire!· 
The Super Sports Wide Oval ••• an-
other Fucstone fjrat. -Developed and 
engineered after years of extensive re-
11eaX'Ch to build a safer, eoaier riding, 
better traction tire for your car. It 
starts faster, comers easier, runs cooler, 
stops quicker and provides a smoother 
ride thnn conventional tires. If11 the 
tire that comes on America's :finest 
1968 high-performance cam. Get them 
now for ;your car. H:andsame white or 
:red stripe. Don't miss this special oaer. 
t"'i~d Cl ,hown at fireatone Storar competitively priced at fil'9atono Dealers and at all aervice 1tation1 di1pkiylng the fireatone sign. 
ftntft)M 
COMPLETE CAR SERVICE 
324 W. State St. 
SAFETY 
CENTER 
AR 2-3092 
make certain that this year's 
weekend is the best ever. With 
Rho Mu Theta as co-sponsors, we 
have rented a lodge and hope to 
have it stocked with plenty of 
food, drink and music for every-
one. Our float plans are very 
ambitious and promise to con-
tribute to the mood of the Gay 
Nineties Theme. 
Kappa Ga,r:tma Psi 
by Jeff Engel 
Brothers of Kappa would like 
to extend congratulations to their 
newly elected officers. They are 
as follows: Albert Harris, presi-
dent; Fred Klemperer, vice presi-
dent; Dennis Searles, corres-
ponding secretary; Thom Fura, 
recording secretary; Paul Fami-
glietti,· treasurer; Charles Kinder, 
sergeant at arms; John Fidele, 
chapter-historian; Dw.ight Petit, 
social chairman; Richard See-
wald, house manager and recital 
chairman; Don Riale, music 
chairman; Jeff Engel, chapter 
editor; and Tony Pietricola, 
librarian. 
Congratulations are also in 
order for Don Riale and Alex 
Taylor, who gave an excellent 
recital on April 6. Future Kappa 
events incude two more recitals. 
The first will be a combination 
trumpet and organ recital given 
by Bob Webb and Wayne Scar-
bou.rougb on April 14 at 4:00. 
Works by Bach, Franck, G. Gab-
rielli, Torelli, Tommassi, and 
Daquin will be performed. The 
second recital will be Kappa's 
Sprng Recital, on Tuesday eve-
ning, April 16. Featured on the 
recital ·will be "Nonet" by Leslie 
Bassett {commissioned by the 
fraternity), the string quartet No. 
l by Peter Re, and ''Diary of a 
Fly" by Bartok, performed by 
Kappa's string quartet; ''Four 
Moods for· Brass" by Arthur Har-
ris, performed by Kappa's brass 
quintet; ''Equal No. 2" by Men-
delssohn, and "Adoramus Te," by 
Mozart, performed by Kappa's 
trombone quartet; ''Fanfare pour 
Preceder La Peri," by Dukas, 
Antipbony No. 1, by Schutz, and 
Choral Prelude on "Christ the 
Lord Has Risen," by Flor Peters, 
performed by Brass ensembles. It 
should prove to be an enjoyable 
evendng and all students are cor-
dially invited to attend. 
Delta Kappa 
by Brian Patterson 
Delta Kappa would like to take 
this opportunity to congratulate 
the newly elected officers of the 
Greek organizations on campus, 
It is our sincere hope that With 
these new officers is carried the 
spirit of true Greek unity and co. 
operation that was experienced 
this year. 
I would personally like to con. 
gratulate our new officers: Pres, 
- Mick · Scheel, Vice Pres. -
Dave Giannotti, Treas. - Al Clif. 
ford, Corres. Sec. - Bob Joly, 
Recording Sec. - Dave Emler, 
House Mgr. - Mac Mccloskey, 
Lodge Mgr. - Bill Nestuk, I.F.C. 
Rep. - Larry Price, Social Chnn. 
- Charlie Miracle, Asst. Soc. 
Chrm. - Terry Moore, Historian 
- Bill Saltzgiver, Publicity Dir. 
- Brian Patterson, Chaplain -
Richie Miller, Director - Bob 
Scbroback, Director - Mike 
Hughes.. , 
Our party last Saturday turned 
out to be n big surprise for a lot 
of people especially the memben 
of the band. Of course we should 
all be fully recovered in time for 
tomorrow night's party with the 
members of our visiting Delta 
Kappa chapters. This joint party 
is in conjunction with a fraternity 
tradition called the "Rolling 
Keg", which each year comes to 
rest in a different Delta Kappa 
chapter in New York State. We 
are also proud to be hosts to Del-
ta Phi Zeta and Gamma Delta Pi 
Sororities during this mixer type 
affair. 
\ 
Pi Lambda Chi 
by Bill Mentz 
Last week Pi Lambda Chi held 
its elections for next year. The 
new officers will be, President, 
Dieter Scherer; Vice President; 
Ron Chasen; Treasurer, Steve 
Schwartzre:ich; Recording Secre-
tary, Don Berman; Member at 
Large, Bill Mentz; I.F.C. Repre. 
sentative, Bernie Welle; and Cor-
responding Secretary, Bruce Ely. 
They will officially begin holding 
office immediately after Spring 
Weekend. 
Hell Week is almost upon us. 
This is the time of year that the 
Brothers really look forward to, 
and the Pledges have heard so 
much about it, they're even get-
ting curious ... or is it worried? 
Last week the Pledges took Steve 
-------------
1 Betheil and Pledgemaster Jim Updyke on a little trip to a near-
OPEN BOWLING 
NEW 
ITHACA BOWL 
ELMIRA ROAD 
24 LANES 
20 BILLIARD TABLES 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
SNACK BAR 
Completely Air-conditioned 
Summer Leagues Now 
Forming 
CAU AR 2-1922 
Lau Barnard - Gen. Mgr. 
by vacation spot The pledges 
had scouted the area about a 
week before. 
HAS ANYBODY SEEN WIERD 
HAROLD? 
ITHACA 
9 
SERVI CENTER 
under new management 
<> 
Complete Car Service 
Pick Up and Delivery 
<> 
PHONE AR 3-3261 
335 E. State St. 
I ;ti) il•l aD tf!1 il 
RENT 
or BUY 
FREE 70 page gul4e. A 
tnullt tor motoring abroad. 
Gives complete informa-
tion on Rental, L<lasing, 
I'nrchaao. 
Volksww.,_n ~es i~~f'°:ird:w g:,,"!n t ' Jaguar Ren..nlt, Opol 
Anatln, DKW Porsche MG, Triumph 
Volvo ' Rover Al! .. Lancia 
EUROPE By CAR Tho Oldest and Largest Overseas INC. D"11ver S:,Btom 
Representative: B~ Natldns 
37 D Hasbrouck Apts. TeL 607-273-2097 Ithaca, N.Y. 
I'm interested in (cars) ...................................................... . 
Nmne ................................................................................... . 
Address .................................... Departure Date ................. . 
City ............................................ State ........................ M-29 
LETTERS Cont. 
It seems to me when we, the 
tudents of I.C., mark our bal-
~ots on April 15 and 16 for Stu-
dent congress Officers, we must 
do some careful thinking. We 
.)]lust not only ask ourselves what 
the various candidates claim ~ey 
can or will do, but also consider 
what their records demonstrate 
they can do. 
I believe the records of the can-
didates of the New Era are the 
strongest ones offered to us. I 
know they will continue in the 
tradition established by this 
year's Student Government, and 
carry Ithaca College forward. It 
is for this reason that I support 
them. 
Thus, I urge every student at 
Ithaca College first, to vote on 
pril 15 and 16, and second to 
·cast that vote for the New Era 
Dan Karson, Joe Bogardus, 
st~~e Hoffman, Bennett Kinsey, 
and Pat Peterson. 
Sincerely, 
James M. Focht 
Productive Government 
To the Editor; 
For seven years, ~the students 
:On South Hill campus have had 
a government. But not until this 
year has it be'en a truly p~oduc-
tive government. Oh yes, 1t has 
sponsored weekends and dances, 
but every student government on 
every college campus has had 
weekends and dances. Not until 
this year has the student govern-
ment at Ithaca College b~n a 
truly effective representative of 
the student body. This year Dan 
Karson, as Student Congress 
Chairman, and Joe Bogardus, as 
Deputy Chairman, have been an 
integral part of the team that has 
~orked towards such unprece-
dented liberties as intervisitation 
and liquor in the dorms. There-
fore, I urge you, not only to sup-
port Dan Karson for President 
and Joe Bogardus for Viee Presi-
dent, but to help these qualified 
students continue to serve you, 
and help Ithaca College enter a 
New Era of student responsi-
bility. 
Paul J. Leventhal 
Student Support 
they WANT to work for and with 
this individual; not because they 
have been cornered or pushed in-
to the job. · 
Administering New 
Teaching & Learning 
Techniques 
There are social problems at 
I.C. and, to an even greater extent 
there are academic problems. To 
deal effectively with both issues, 
the President must be aware of 
how the different types of indi-
viduals feel about the present 
policy and possible change. 
by Alvin Knopper 
Danny Baker is interested in 
student government and affairs 
at Ithaca College; if he weren't, 
he wouldn't run for the office of 
Student Body President. Dan has 
been concerned about social 
apathy, drugs, athletic issues, 
cheating, and various other prob-
lems. He has not concentrated on 
one issue or one type of student. 
Dan realizes the problems and 
has the solutions. Danny Baker is 
the students; he works for them, 
he works with them, but perhaps 
more important - the students 
want to work for Dan. 
Dr. Alvin Knepper of the Politi- stitutional Convention to confer-
cal Science Department wa8 ences where the students met 
aBkcd by the editor to com11Wnt with dignitaries and experts and 
on teaching and learning t,ech,. discussed economic, social and 
nique8 with reference to a paper. political problems. For example, 
Dr. Knepper wrote. when the President appointed me 
In my paper entitled "A Re- COLLEGE COORDINATOR OF 
examination of College Learning FEDERAL AND STATE GOV-
and Teaching in a World in Tran- ERNMENT INTERNSHIPS, eight 
sition" read before University of students (juniors) entered the 
Connecticut professors two ques- competition fo ra Federal College 
tions are raised: Internship under the supervision 
The opinions stated in this let-
ter are mine as an individual and 
in no way govern or reflect those 
of the Inter Fraternity Council. 
1. How do we get beyond "class- of the United States Civil Service 
room knowledge" or "academic Commission. One student was se-
content" to vital human and per- lected to serve during the sum-
sonal knowledge which the stu- mer and attend conferences dur-
dent will find meaningful and ing the year. The student received 
illuminating for his own living a salary, expenses, a civil service 
in a democracy? rating (G.S.4), and 3 to 6 hours 
Sincerely yours, 
Thomas 0. Pandick 
President 1.F.C. 
2. How do we professors in a course credit. Our student was 
college go beyond efforts at im- one of thirty students selected 
parting knowledge and random from colleges and universities of 
facts to a deeper awareness and the New York-New Jersey area. 
Know the Platforms! 
a .fruer, more permanent learn-
ing experience for our students? 
Thus, when I was appointed at 
Ithaca College DIRECTOR OF IN-
TERNSHIP PROGRAMS on Sep-
tember 14, 1966, with the " .. re-
To the Editor: sponsibility of initiating, develop-
Dear Sir: ing and supervising a variety of 
Student Congress elections are internship and similar programs 
approaching at the end of this that will involve individual stu-
month. I am writing to encourage dents in a direct exposure to ac-
all students to vote for the party tual governmental and political 
or individuals of their choice. The processes," excellent opportuni-
responsibility to know the plat- ties were presented to try to find 
forms and the issues belongs to answers to the above questions, 
each student. to invoke the philosophy that "we 
I, personally would like to give learn what we live, we learn each 
my opinion qmd feelings concern- item we live as we accept it and 
ing one particular party-BIC. we learn it to the degree that we 
The Better Ithaca College- Par- accept it," and to create through 
ty piloted by Danny Baker, and experimentation a better gateway 
manned by John Beach, Al Clif- to higher education. 
ford, Cheri Haring, and Judy In most other institutions, the 
Rashkin, has a very great concern internship programs are simply a 
and interest in making a Better part of their placement service 
Ithaca College into the Best Itba- and have not been fully inte-
ca College. Their primary means grated into the curriculum. This 
of bringing this about is by start- experiment was not a ''waste of 
ing on a very firm basis of co- time" or "an extracurricula ac-
ordination. Coordination between tivity" as some have come to re 
all campus organizations and in- gard it, but a unique learning ex-
dividual dormitories. The BIC perience for our students as well 
Party feels that by running with as myself, as knowledge is not 
the class officers and E.U.B. they something we absorb; it is some-
will have begun ·to build a firm thing we do realistically. 
lntemship for- Cr-edit 
A summation of what was es-
tablished shows that about 48 
students from many disciplines 
plus the politic:il science students 
in my courses had an opportuni-
ty to receive an internship in 
one form or another. Some re-
ceived course credit, a salary, ex-
penses, or all three. Thirty stu-
dents actually pariticipated in 
one or more programs (seniors, 
juniors and sophomores). All the 
internees were well prepared for 
their various agencies, dignitaries 
and students have shown that the 
internships were mutually bene-
ficial and that they have played a 
role in developing future leaders 
and projecting an excellent image 
of Ithaca College. 
We should not overlook the 
very important fact that these in-
ternships have brought "outside 
money," over $5000, into our col-
lege. These can be considered a 
form of scholarship. Ithaca Col-
lege was encouraged to give about 
$400 as stipends to assist in pay-
ing some expenses and in some 
cases the use of the College car. 
base for next year. I was able to establish during 
Dear Editor: Coordination and cooperation 1966-1967 a variety of programs 
In my report to the President, 
Provost, Chairman, et al., on Aug-
ust 1, 1967, I reported that a 
larger number of internships and 
related programs were planned 
for the 1967-1968 academic year, 
and that I was quite optimistic 
stating that all our qualified po 
litical science seniors, most of 
With the campaign for Student are two of the most important ranging from our students work-
Body elections in full swing, I elements in a successful and ing in the halls and offices of 
am sure you receive many letters worthwhile Student Gov:ernment. members of the United States 
Supporting nlther of the candl- Congress, the New York State 
.... The BIC Party hopes to encom- Le · 1 tu th N y k c dates because of the issues at gis a re, e ew or on-
hand. No matter what the issue pass in this endeavor - the ten ----------------------------, 
oti.r juniors and many sophomores 
or the policy used to solve the points of Campus Life, to investi-
problem, nothing can be accom- gate and explore scholarship and 
plished without the support of curricula matters, and to inter-
other students. est all students whether they be 
Involvement at Ithaca College a member of an organization, fra-
in the. past year has grown from .ternity sorority or an independ-
the point of almost complete non- ' . ' . ' 
·.}existence to the formation of the ent m their school. 
Campus Life Committee and per- A college community is to be 
haps the mosf contested Student the place for intellectual and 
Body election in five years. Stu- social maturity but it will only be 
dents become a part of ~. move- as fine as the students who attend 
ment, such as student mvolve-
ment, because of their interest the institution --for they are 
in the problems and policies or the institution. Each individual 
(perhaps) because of · the eri- can help make the finest and best 
thusiastic interest and. appeal of institution by caring enough to 
the leader. The President of the explore, to be inquisitive. Please 
Ithaca College Student Body 
. ust be aware of the attitudes, start to make an effort in this 
opinions, and needs of the stu- direction - at this particular 
fi dent population, the faculty, and juncture - by voting on April 1
• the administration. Beyond this 23-24. rm voting BIC - how are 
understanding of affairs, the stu- you voting-
dent leader must have the quality 
of personality which will make 
others become involve JJecause 
Sincerely yours, 
Patricia O'Connell 
Required books for this semester will be 
available in the Dorm 6 Bookstore 
only until April 12. 
FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
by L G. BALFOUR CO. 
lltay 
Dthaca College Class Rings 
Robinson-Rothschild's Dept. Store 
First Floor 
SPORTSWIEAR-FAVORS-M UGS-"IT'ROIPH D res 
Phone 272-5959 
Be .The 
PLAYBOY 
of the Year to Ycnnli' 
BUNNY 
..• This EASTER Give A Gi~t from 
THE MALLS COSMETIC SALON 
CAU 273-5523 
FREE PARKING O FREE DELIVERY 
Open Monday thru Saturday 9:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 
Sundays and Holidays 9:00.7:00 P.M. 
''Your Proscriptions Aro Always In Good Hands At Tho Mall" 
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would have one or more oppor-
tunities to participate in the pro-
grams. As Director-Campus Co. 
ordinator, I also offered sound 
recommendations and suggestions 
to further improve what had been 
created. 
Discuss Curr-iculum 
One recommendation, for ex-
ample, pointed out that since the 
Political Science Department was 
not given a proper opportunity to 
discuss the curriculum, I showed 
how I developed my own ideas 
for curriculum development with 
the establishment of new courses 
for the domestic field of study 
(see previous article). I also 
showed how to integrate the in-
ternship programs into the cur-
riculum as an experiment in ord-
er to further fulfill the needs of 
our students. This was done with 
my courses of instruction. By giv-
ing my state and local government 
students (sophomores and juniors) 
special term papers on present 
problem facing local communities, 
they' were brought face to face 
with behavioristic mehodology, 
original documentation, and gov-
ernment officials. They also put 
what they learned in class into 
practice as they searched for solu-
tions to the problems. Govern-
ment officials of Ithaca were so 
impressed by one young student 
that they gave her a grant for 
expenses to complete her study 
on a county recreation problem. 
Since the majority of our in-
ternees were seniors in my Semi-
nar Il class and they would leave 
for a week, I wanted their learn-
ing to be a continual experience. 
I, therefore, experimented fur-
ther and developed the seminar 
into an "internship program of 
internship programs." To just 
make the seminar a "bull session" 
was not appropriate, as I wanted 
the students to not only learn 
from the experience of others, 
but to put that learning experi-
ence into practice. I, therefore, 
developed the Ithaca Urban Re-
newal ,and Charter Revision Re-
Dinner at 
search Projects so that they could 
utilize their individual experience 
and learning and incorporate it 
into the learning and experiences 
of the entire group. City execu-
tives and administrators were also 
invited to class to be interviewed 
and share their experience and 
knowledge. 
The seminar was divided into 
four groups with group leaders 
who coordinated the entire pro-
ject. When two or three students 
left for an internship the others 
in the groups continued their pro-
ject and when the internee re-
turned, he simply came back as if 
he never left, was filled in on 
what he missed, related his ex-
perience to the seminar, and then 
he continued to work on his part 
of the project. This made for a . 
continuity in learning. For ex-
ample, one young lady interned 
with Assemblywoman Constance 
Cook at the New York State Leg-
islature at Albany. She discussed 
urban renewal and charter re-
Please tum to pago 12 
for 
Contemporary and 
Early Amorican 
Gifts in Iron 
visit 
"IT'HIE BRON SHOP 
726 W. Green St. 
BARNETT'S 
STATE & CORN STS. 
Ithaca, N.Y. AR 2·9881 
THE STATION 
Joe Ciaschi's incomparable new restaurant 
in the old Railroad Passenger Station on 
Taughannock Boulovaf'd at West Buffalo Street. 
irnosi:algic 
For reservations 272-2609 
"Happy" invill'es you and! yo11111r cllall'e ll'c meell' 
Bloody Mary, for SOc, Saturdays from noon 
'll'iO 7, «all' ll'he ••• 
108 N. Aurora St. 
JP.S.-Specials daily. 
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vision with Mrs. Cook in such an 
intelligent manner that the As-
semblywoman informed me that 
she was stimulated by the stu-
dent's discussions and requested 
two more students for next year. 
When the young lady returned to 
the seminar, her experience had a 
tremendous impact on the reports 
which she and the others pre-
pared. 
Perhaps the most important 
thing which developed from the 
above was that the returning in-
ternee accepted leadership roles 
in the seminar. For example, an-
other student who never took the 
role of a leader before taking 
this course now became the leader 
of the entire project with a strong 
motivation to learn more and he 
also encouraged lethargic stu-
dents. 
BROOKS (4) 
PHARMACIES 
(THE~E'S BOUND TO BE 
One Near Youl) 
FREE DELIVERIES 
IF YOU'LL PHONE 
AR 2 - 3341 
He: Hortense ... they'ra 
playing our song! 
She: Yes, Edgar, it brings 
back those wonderful 
days when we first met 
in the lobby of the 
Sheraton-Atlantic Hotel 
. . . seven years ago. 
He: Seven wonderful years 
. . . and every college 
vacation since then 
we've been coming back 
to New York and the 
S h e r a t o n-A t I a n t i c. 
For Thanksgiving, 
Christmas, Mid-years, 
Spring vacations ... 
She: And the Sheraton-
Atlantic has such con-
venience to theatres, 
museums, libraries, 
Lincoln Center, Fifth 
Avenue shops, and with 
such swinging restau-
rants right in the Hotel 
and dancing nightly and 
such low prices .. :·no 
wonder we students al-
ways make out best at 
the Sheraton-Atlantic. 
He: You were always such a 
romantic, darling. 
STUDENT-FACULTY RATES* 
Single _ ... $11.00 per person 
Twin·...... 7.50 per person 
Triple . . • . . 6.00 per person 
Quad . . . . . 5.25 per person -
For reservations contact 
your Sheraton Student Rep-
resentative or in Ithaca 
dial (607) 273-8000 for 
immediate confirmation of 
student rates. 
•student-Faculty rates apply week-
ends and school vacation periods, 
subject to availablllty. (Not offered 
March 16, 17, 1968.) 
SHERATON 
-ATLANTIC 
HOTEL Broadway and 34th St., 
N. Y., N. Y. 10001 (212) PE 6-5700 
Ralph Hitz Jr., v. P. & Gen. Mgr. 
Their projects were original 
and they dealt first hand with all 
the problems that such surveys 
entail. 
I have had excellent reports on 
their performance. For example, 
Mr. Randall Shew, the Ithaca 
Journal editor and columnist, 
was so impressed by the students 
in their research that he wrote an 
entire column commending what 
he considered young scholars. Al-
so, in a recent letter of commen-
dation, Mayor Jack Wiely of. Ith-
aca stated: 
"I, and other people in the City 
Administration, have read with a 
great deal of interest the two re· 
ports on Urban Renewal and 
Charter Revision ... I personally 
feel it is very refreshing to get a 
candid view from outsiders be-
cause sometimes those of us that 
are involved in the everyday 
working of government often miss 
the 'forest for the trees.' I felt 
that both reports were well done 
and a credit to your students •.. 
"I think the interest shown by 
your students in the problems of 
our community will motivate all 
of us to do a better job and it 
should certainly encourage the 
permanent residents of our area 
to involve themselves deeply in 
the problem of the community." 
The above concepts and experi-
ments were never acknowledged, 
nor did they receive constructive 
negative or affirmative criticism, 
or was any reference of the re-
port made to me. The disagree-
ment with the methods and poli-
cies of an inexperienced and un-
imaginative departmental "leader-
ship" and lack of decision-making, 
plus extreme pressures heaped 
upon me, led me to resign. When 
the office ceased to exist in the 
Continued below 
SPORTS MIKE Continued from back page 
ment are purely facetious. The fact that last year Hodges 
brought the Senators to their highest finish in many a year -
sixth place - is totally irrelevant. The Senators are not the 
Mets; the Senators have better personnel than the Mets, and 
they are playing in a different league. Although Hodges is a 
fine manager, obviously the Mets need more than managing, 
however good it may be. In their six years of existence, the 
Mets still find themselves as a team which is not yet fully 
established. And the Mets are not going to be fully established 
for several years, until their farm system provides them with 
players who are capable of meeting and combatting the rigors 
of major league baseball. As yet, this has not happened. What 
the Mets need are more Tom Seavers, Cleon Joneses, and Ed 
Kranepools. This winter the Mets acquired young Tommy Agee, 
a proven and talented hitter, who was Rookie-of-the-Year in his 
first season in the American League. However, in order to ob-
tain Agee, the Mets dealt away Tommy Davis, their leading 
offensive weapon of last season who concluded the season with 
an average of slightly better than .300. The Mets brass did a 
similar thing a few years back with Ron Hunt. It is puzzling 
and difficult to understand why the Met front office is seeking 
to develop its team by trading away its top ballplayers; surely 
this is not the solution to their problem. The Mets must retain 
hitters like Davis and Hunt; they must develop young talent 
in the farm system, for the young hitter will learn from the ex-
perienced hitter such as Davis. And until the Met brass comes 
to terms with this realization, there is no reason to believe why 
New York will not finish last again. 
Elsewhere in the National League, St. Louis and Cincinnati 
look like the cream of the crop. Both the Cardinals and the 
Reds are extremely well-balanced, disciplined clubs. San Fran-
cisco, with good years from Willie Mays and Jua11 Marichal, 
the hot-tempered Dominican who is perhaps the best pitcher in 
baseball, could very well give the Cards and Reds a battle. The 
Pirates and Leo Durocher's Cubs aren't quite ready for a pen-
nant, but one can rest assured they will be spoilers once the 
race tightens up. Atlanta has the hitters, but seems to be lack-
ing in pitching, while Houston, Philadelphia, and Los Angeles 
constitute the also-rans. Injuries will be the ultimate factor in 
determining the champions of each league. 
STAMP ITI 
M ll'l1HIIAClli 1t•eULAR MODEi. .,.~ 1Lm!1UT ... 
n. llllat ~ IIPIL 
POCKEI' 11118D UAIIP. ~- s S". 
a...dcMCk·~--... 
•ar. to ~ ~ - a.a Bo 
--- - lmldlblS ...... .&ill ulataz. 
Pr-.,tlld,-.t.........,,, ...... 
TH• MOPP CO. 
...... 11SUa-........ 
AnAIITA,,U..IDm 
CLQVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
Every Evenins 
¢ 
i::xotic Oriental Dancers 
3 Shows - 10, 11 & 12 
¢ 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
Ronnie Dio & The Prophets 
MOE&WILL 
Patronize your Campus barbershop 
Basement of Dorm 1 2 
I YOIJB CLOIJDFA) ST*B. I 
' 
A mirlhful guiu ,o mystic mishap, 
by Hony V. Plate 
BAKERS can1 t 
be choosers, 
But YOU CAN 
at 
PASTRY SHOP 
113 N. Aurora 272-7272 
ARIES (Morch 21·April 10): An 
elderly. prudiah. m1>idon ont (cq) hos 
entered your second eolor housc-indl .. 
en.ting oithor tl10.t o.n cmbnYrnsslng 
secret will bo revealed or that you 
•hould be moro c1>rcful about keeping 
food covered. - · · 
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Thero 
is 11. v.t;•ry clear and present dn.nger of 
your losing n good dool of your inno-
ccnco in tho nca.l" future, o.s Venue on· 
tors trino with Jupiter. If you follow 
your instincts, noxt week should bo 
even better. 
GEMINI (Moy 21-Juno 21): Good 
timo now to forget. oxoma, rolox nnd 
enjoy tho luxury of comploto leisure. 
For if you born tho midnight oil thia 
wook yon· will probo.bly bo nrreetod for 
a.roon. 
CANCER (June 22-July 22): Your 
outgoing no.turo ond inton'et in people 
of diverse sociological bnckgrounde will 
load to nn lntoroeting odventnro with 
n. cornpnseiono.to oxtorminn.tor nnd a.n 
unfrocked member of tho Kn Klux Kinn. 
LEO (July 2S-Auguet 23): While it 
ie truo that o. watched pot never boils, 
tbo eta.rs wnrn further thnt boiled pot 
b~omes soggy nnd dilflcult to light. 
VIRGO (August 24-Soptembor 22): 
Your beet potential cnn be realized by 
workin~ bchind-tho-scenos-gulding oth• 
era, pulling etringe, 111anlp11lntion, plot--
ting nnd engineering consent. Actually. 
yon have a vary brigh~ fntnre-eo Jong 
ne you do not. fnll victim to your con .. 
ecienco or givo in to Integrity. 
LIBRA (September 2S·October 22): 
Libras tend to hAvo liberal Ideas, within 
n conecrvat.ivo framewnrk; however. ti 
playful Mercury on your coleetiol chart 
1ndicn.tee that. a .c::onecrvat.ivo person 
with n libc.ral · framework Is getting 
playful idooe o.bout you now. Should bo 
nn cnjoyablo WC<lk. 
SCORPIO (October 28-Novomber 21): 
Certain moral and othical conflicts cnn 
ho resolved now if you remember thot 
ronlity is wh1>t yon want to believe. 
fl :~~ict0 c:y wii~o y~r s:'i~~tt· t~0:rtvc:; 
music. 
SAGITT.\RIUS (No\'ombcr 22-Do-
comber 21): Tho stars on your celestial 
cha.rt have formed a unique goloxy-
in tho shape of a loru, flower eprooting 
in tl10 crock of a prison wnll. Thie 
prob1>bly moons that intelloctual survival 
depends on how well yoa support your 
local faculty mombCTs. 
OAPRIOORN (December22-January 
20): Do cheer£ul, energetic, optimistic-
for it is writt,on In tbo eta.re thnt "life 
is one long process of gettint tired.'• 
AQUARIUS (Jnnunry 21-Fcbrnary 
19): A somewhat lecherous muse will 
visit yon noon. opening tho way for yon 
to writo abeolntcly nothing of redeem· 
~!so~0~~~e1}:°~~1;;~:t~i;1g0 wclsv:ragnti~~ 
PISCES (Fobrnnry 20-March 20): A 
brutal dove is nttacklng o. frightened 
hawk in your third lunar honeo--n clear 
sign thn\ you have a promising career 
in politics nhoad. provided you curb 
your woakneee for taking o. atnnd. 
TEACHING, continued 
Political Science Department and 
at the college, I suggested to the 
administration that the place-
ment · office take over some of the 
program and, therefore, our stu-
dents were able to have the bene-
fit of some of the- internships and 
conferences established by me 
for. this academic year. 
In conclusion, it should be stated 
that this is th~ time for courage 
by professors wtih administrative 
and student cooperation to ex-
CODDINGTON CARRY-OUT 
124 Coddington Rd. 
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE 
SANDWICHES COMPLETE DINNERS PIZZA 
FREE DELIVERY with $5.00 minimum 
HOURS OPEN 
4 - 12-- 7 clays o woo!< 
-Call 272-1379 
....lj 
~ 
pcriment with new concepts an~ 
modem techniques in teaching 
and administration i n t h ii 
troubled thermonuclear age. 
Their encouragement with under-
standing can be a start in the 
right direction to one of the 
proper gateways of higher learn· 
ing and living democracy for sbf 
dents. 
DRUG USE 
AND .ABUSE 
The Drug Committee If 
willing to meet with any 
group at any time to discuss 
any ,aspect of drug use and 
abuse. Contact Dr. Hammond, 
at the Health Center. 
Tune Up and Brake Work 
Wheel Alignment and 
Balancing 
Open 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
N.Y. Inspection Station 
S & H Green Stamps 
Seneca at Meadow 
Phone 272 - 9559 
The World 
of Wheels 
by Jack Gedney and Ron Cohn 
: ROAD AND TRACK TEST: THE PLYMOUTH ROAD 
' RUNNER ..•. The Plymouth Road Runner must be considered 
· one of the top marketing successes of the '68 automotive season. 
With this in mind,. Ron Cohn and I searched around for 
one to road test and report upon, but due to their unexpectedly 
high sales no local dealers could even loan us one for an after-
noon. Then comes Mr. Rollie Barnett to the rescue with a 
Road Runner of his own, which can be viewed at Barnett's 
Sunoco on State Street. Rollie agreed to let us thoroughly test 
his Road Runner; which with a minimum of options is probably 
, exemplenary of the average 1%8 Road Runner and was ripe 
for testing since it had but 378 miles upon the odometer. 
. The Road Runner is billed as a "hudget supercar," and with 
· these limitations in. mind it adequately fills its billing. Unfor-
. unately the Road Runner is somewhat out of balance in stock 
trim since it overemphasizes the go at the expense of the show. 
Our Road Runner, listed in the neighborhood of $3200, was 
rather sparsely optioned, having only a radio, a 3.54 Sure Grip 
rear end, a Super Duty Torque Flit~ automatic, and three speed 
wipers as extras. The standard equipment of the Road Runner, 
however, is impressive and includes ( 1) a high output 335 horse 
383 (2) a super duty suspension, (3). a four speed manual 
tra~smission, ( 4) huge ( 11" x 3") drum brakes, and ( 5) special 
Road Runner trim and scoops with the Beep Beep horn. 
Upon entering the Road Runner one immediately notices 
the sparse interior, the legible ~ut incomplet~ instr.~mentation 
' and is surrounded by the· functional and busmess-hke aura of 
1he auto. The engine bursts to life w~th a twitch of the ignition 
and immediately assumes a throbbing and harsh sound em-
min a ting from its 2¼" dual exhausts. The first part of the test 
took us over secondary roads and it was here that one first 
noticed the super-duty characteristics of the suspension, for 
although this was to prove its worth on smooth ro·ads, it was 
prone to vibration and axlehop on bumpy surfaces. The road 
course that I selected would have stressed the handling merits 
of a GT-40 and included two successive 90° turns normally 
taken at a docile and domestic 15 mph. The object of the test, 
however, was not a Sunday ride and I charged into the corner 
at some 40 mph. Upon completing the switchback, I felt guilty 
for my slowness and turned the car around for another charge 
at the turns. On this run I decided the handling characteristics 
of the Road Runner were_ both predictable and stable. The car 
. ·ould initially understeer but this could easily be brought under 
·control through power application. At no time during the te~t 
did the car break· away suddenly or show a tendency that 1t 
· might and by the last run I was charging through the turns at 
a still' controllable 50 mph "catch the Coyote" pace. 
Road and handling test by Ron Cohn 
The Road Runner ·was just as much at home on the drag 
strip as it was upon the open high~ay. I staged the ca~ in the 
traditional dra~ race style by holding the car on the lme and 
"torquing it up , When that imaginary flag went down I jumped 
off the brake and buried the throttle and the Road Runner pro-
ceeded to bury my stomach in the back seat. The car veritably 
leaped off the line with only a trace of wheelhop and about 25 
feet of wheelspin. The Torque Flite shifted out of first gear at 
,JS mph in a bang-bang "we win automatically" fashion and 
. 'again at 90 mph it shifted from second to third. The Torque 
Flitc cannot be faulted and it is a better than even bet against 
an identical four speed. The 383 acts like a 440, and one could 
only wonder who would want the renouned 426 Hemi under the 
hood unless he wanted to race Boeing 707's. The Road-Runner 
was aptly stopped by the huge 11 inch by 3 inch drum brakes 
but for those desiring even £_aster deceleration, disc b~ak_es are 
optional at about $100. All m all, the Road-Runner 1s m the 
thick of the super-car battle at about 14.7 seconds 97 mph ¾ 
mile times and costs a full $500 less to boot. BEEP-BEEP! 
' 
' 
f, 
Drag test by Jack Gedney. 
Jack torques up the Road Runner on the stTip. 
COME OUT TO 
BIG JIM1S 
205 Elmira Road 
Italian & American Dinners 
3 Piece Combo Saturday Nights 
Dancing 9 - 1 
Organist Wed. thru Sat. 
Open Tuesday thru Sunday - Closed Mondays 
AR 3-5340 
Albany St~ at Elmira Rd. 
Photo courtesy Cornell Do,ily Sun 
Lacrosse Team 
Plays Jekyl 
and Hyde 
Last Saturday the varsity la-
crosse team opened its season 
against Bucknell University with 
a Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde per-
formance. The first and second 
halves seemed to be played by 
two different teams. The Bomb-
ers, behind 6-0 at the half came 
back to ~qual Bucknell's second 
half performance. The Bucknell 
team, an excellent one, came to 
Ithaca following a 10-9 loss to 
Penn State and a 12-7 win over 
Villanova. Buckncll's polish 
showed in their over-all P!!Y 
while Ithaca made it apparent it 
was their first game- of the sea-
son. 
The first half was a complete 
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Bucknell team picked the defense 
apart for six goals. 
The first Ithaca score came at 
2:15 of the third period by Al 
Burczak on an assist by Bill 
Smith. From that point on, Ithaca 
was the dominant team. 
The Bombers, inspired by the 
first goal, came to within three 
goals of their opponents early in 
the fourth period, but Bucknell's 
early lead proved to be too much 
to overcome. 
The defense did a fine job in 
the second half with team captain 
Conrad Jurgens leading the way. 
Goalie Art Marangi did a com-
mendable job with twenty-two 
saves, sixteen of them coming in 
the second half. The Bomber 
midfielders capitalized on loose 
balls on which Rod Frith and 
Rick Fridgeon gained assists on 
Ithaca 
Smith 
Burczak 
Kempe 
Willis 
Fidgeon 
Frith 
Bucknell 
McKee 
Morris 
Farver 
McCaughly 
Mund 
Kehew 
Eckman 
Waltemeyer 
Scoring 
Goals Assists 
2 1 
2 0 
1 0 
1 0 
0 1 
0 1 
6 
5 0 
1 4 
3 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
0 2 
0 1 
12 
goals by Scott Kempe and Al .---------------. 
Burczak respectively. Center mid-
die Bill Smith scored unassisted 
in both the third and fourth 
quarters in addition to playing an 
excellent defensive game. 
The concensus of the Bucknell 
players agreed that the Ithaca 
team was the hardest bitting 
team they have played and it 
may have been a different story 
if the Bombers had played them 
later in the season. Ithaca travels 
to Geneseo on Monday and 
Rochester on Friday. 
HOTEL 11.EONARDO 
f riday Matinee 
Special! 
3 - 6 P.M. 
1 OS N. A~rora St. 
"ii" omplkomis 
l?hotrog ll'aplhry 
Application11 and Pasnports 
Quick Sorvice 
134 IE. State St. 
272-3000 
/EASTER CARDS 
from 
CHARJAN'S 
State & Tioga 
The automotive world is 
saddened by the untimely 
death of Jim Clark last _Sun-
day. Clark, while driving _a 
Formula Two racer in Hocken-
heim, Germany, catapulted 
off a rain-slicked track at 175 
MPH and was killed ·instantly. 
It was only last January 1 
when he broke Juan Miguel 
Fangio's long estab1ished rec-
ord of Twenty-four Formula 
One wins by capturing a vic-
tory at the South African GP. 
Clark, just last month, won the 
Tasman Series Championship. 
~he sport of auto racing has 
lost its champion for he will 
probably be · judged as the 
fiasco for Ithaca as they took ~::_-;;:m-;;=.-;=.-;.=.-;=.-;=.-;=.-;.=.-;=.-;=.;-:m;"";;;;;;;;.;.;;;.;;;.;;;.;.;;.;;;.,., only three shots on goal and Ii' 
failed to capitalize on numerous 
greatest driver of all time. 
AMES WELDING 
& SUPPLY CO. 
618 W. Buffalo St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
AR 3-4911 
"Ames Aims To Please" 
loose balls. Penalties seemed to 
be the word as Ithaca drew eight 
for a total of eight minutes. Buck-
nell scored four goals in extra 
man situations. The slick-passing 
and artful manuvering of the 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE AR 2-2111 
H & H Liquor & Wines 
218 E. State St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Your Closest Liquor 
Store to Campus 
A 
COMPI.El'E 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
'V 
HICKEY'S 
MUSIC STORIE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
Since 1898 
Ir IR IE fE 
~lUJMMlE!rt 
~u(Q) ~AG~ 
for CDDI your winier gall'me11111l's 
IF 11.IETC IHI IER. 'S 
Dtlluacar College Cleaning Ceni"er 
; _________ . .,_ ... _ ... ..,..,. . .,. . ...,.... .. ....,. ~ ... ~~ 
~~~~~ 
There goes a gu~ 
;"'+~\,_ going places in :is 
~ pedwin. 
""~ shoes! 
,!,, 
·- --- ~-< 
Handsewn 
and handsome I 
Rich, lustrous leather, .. rugged hand-stitched 
vamp ••• classic plain toe. Style, comfort, 
and quality are all yours for only 
Open 
Friday 
Until 9 
11We Stil6 Believe 8n Quality11 
128 E. STATE ST. 
Downtown Ithaca 
Midland 
Charge 
Plan 
SPORT§ SPORTS 
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Bomber Nine TO W AA Activities, 
Face Penn Sunday Tenn.is, Softball 
by Chris Flatley 
·Hot Corner 
by Ben Reese 
Play Home Game 
Wednesday With Colgate 
Activities for Fourth Block are 
now in session. The turn-out for 
the various sports proves that 
many people are psyched for 
spring. Look to the fields and 
you'll see the Lacrosse, Softball, 
and Tennis enthusiasts, preparing 
for a busy ,season. 
by Mike, Hlnkolman 
The I.e. varsity baseballers 
will get an opportunity to prove 
themselves when they go up 
against veteran coach Chuck Med-
lar's Penn State Nittany Lions in 
a doubleheader at University 
Park, Pa. on Sunday, and then 
return home to host the Red Raid-
ers of Colgate on Wednesday. 
In their last meeting, Penn 
State routed the Bombers in the 
NCAA playoffs last year, and the 
Bombers wtill be seeking to re-
verse that score. Pitching is the 
Nittany Lions' strongest spot, and 
righthander Denny Lingenfelter 
lis the top prospect. Last season 
Lingenfelter compiled a record 
of 4-3, including an impressive 
ERA of 1.29. Other .top pitching 
prospects include Frank Spaziani 
(2.01 ERA in '67) and veteran re-
lief ace Phil Wdlliams (7-2 record, 
1.37 ERA last seasQn.). 
As for hitting, the Nittany 
Lions lost their top hitter from 
last year via graduation, but still 
will be fairly strong in this de-
partment Catcher Dave Fore will 
be the big gun, and last year the 
husky backstop hit .310 and 
knocked in 13 runs, while seeing 
limited action. Other top hitters 
include Keo Barto, John Feather-
stone, and Gary Kanaskie, while 
sophomore Mike Egleston, last 
year's leading frosh hitter, will 
also beef up the Penn State at-
tack. Penn State is regarded as 
one of the better teams in the 
East, and it will be a tough time 
that awaits the I.e. contingent. 
Wednesday the Bombers will 
play host to Colgate. In their only 
meeting last year, the Bombers 
nipped the Red Raiders 10-8. 
Coach Red O'Bara's team is bis 
youngest in the 18 years he has 
been Colgate coach, and captain 
John Ciesluk is one -of only two 
seniors on the team. Juniors-Bill 
Rcina and Bob Sudmyer head the 
pitching corps, while sophomores 
Jamie Lotz and Jim Decker, both 
of whom compiled ERA's of less 
than 2.00 for the frosh, also fig-
ure to bolster the pitching. As for 
hittting, sophomore catcher Joe 
Nabozny, who batted .500 for the 
frosh last ·year, could develop in-
to the top hitter for O'Hara. Even 
so, O'Hara's strong suit is the out-
field. Footballers Ronnie Burton 
and Doug Haje, and basketballer 
John Reid are all proven hitters, 
and Hale led the team in batting 
last year as a sophomore with a 
.391 average. Junior Jeff Smith 
figures to be the top utility man. 
Colgate appears to be much im-
proved from last season and 
could give the Bombers an even 
closer game this year. 
Eighteen girls, ranging in 
miijors form History or Music 
to Speech or Physical Education, 
have come out for Lacrosse. They 
;PDJlI~ JJlJ}1E 
by Mike Hinkelman 
An analysis of the just-completed _Cactus_ and Grape~ruit 
League pre-seasons has presented some mterestmg observations 
about prospects for the 1%8 Major League Base~all S~a?n, 
began on Tuesday. 4-lthough it is true that spnng-trammg 
records can be thrown out the window once the ~eg1;1l_ar season 
starts these record are nevertheless, somewhat s1gnif1cant and 
can n~t be entirely ov;rlooked. Spring training resu!ts not only 
prove the relative strength of the teams after ~he wmter lay?ff, 
btu also prove how well c?nditioned_ t~e team 1s. Indeed, spnng 
training results are oftentimes surpns1_ng to th~ baseball fan. 
Perennial American League patsies W ashmgton and Oak-
land have both been playing inspired and better than break-even 
baseball, and the Senators, in f~ct, have the best re~or~ (17-6) 
in spring training of all the maJor league teams. This 1s not to 
say that the Senators or the Athletics are going to be contenders 
for the American League pennant, but it does prove that they 
are definitely improve~ _from last si:ason, and could yery well be 
strong factors in dec1dmg wh~ _will be the. Amencan. ~ague 
champion. Perhaps more surpnsmg than this, however, 1s t~e 
complete reversal of form of the .Boston Red Sox. Last year s 
American League champions were second only to the New York 
Mets- in spring training futility, having won only 8 of 24 games. 
Although the Red Sox have been playin1; v.:ithout their pitching 
ace Jim Lonborg, and slugger Tony Comgharo appears through 
for the season, it is highly doubtful :whether the Red Sfx c'!n 
even seriously threaten for _the Am~ncan Lea~e 1:hamp1onsh1p 
this year. Last year everything seemmgly fell right mto pl_ace_for 
the Bostonians but this doesn't seem to he the case this time 
around. Pre-se~son forecasters have picked Detroit,_ Baltimore, 
Chicago, and Minnesota to battle it out for the Amencan League 
pennant, yet all of these clubs have been playing under-.500 
ball in spring trai~i~g. _On the other. ~a!ld, the Ne~ York 
Yankees, picked to fm1sh m the second d1v1S1on, _once agam, h~ve 
the best record of any American League team with the exception 
of Washington. Yankee manag~r Ralph (The Major) Houk_has 
done an excellent job of blendmg youth and veteran, and m a 
few years, if not before, the Yankees figure to be back on ~op 
where they were for so many years. Houk has filled the gapmg 
hole at shortstop, which plagued the Yanks last year, with the 
acquisition of young Gene Michael. Sophomore performers Steve 
Whitaker Bill Robinson, and others, now that they have a year 
of cxperi;nce under their belt, will be all that much better. The 
Yanks have always had good pitchfng, and this year will be no 
exception. In addition, newcomers Mike Ferrarro, Andy Kosco, 
Frank Fernandez, and others will also provide spark to the 
Yankee attack. And any team that has a c·ourageous Mickey 
Mantle in there swinging, can't be all that .bad; If the New 
Yorkers get the breaks, they could conceivably challenge for the 
first division. Cleveland and Oakland, as usual, appear to be also-
rans again in 1968. -
On the other side of the ledger, in the National League, it's 
the same old story. On the basis of their spring training play, 
and winners of only 6 of 23 games, it appears as though the 
New York Mets look like a shoo-in for the cellar once again. 
Any . thoughts o_n the part of the M_et officialdo!D that the 
acquisition of Gil Hodges as manager 1s gomg to lift the New 
Yorkers from the abysmal depths of the National League base. 
Continued ~n p. 12 
THE VILLA 
SPECIALIZING IN 
ITALIAN FOOD 
Spaghetti, Ravloll, Lasagna 
FEATURING 
Gnocchi 
Braclole 
Take Route 13 
Corner 3rd & Madison 205 N. Aurora iSt. AR 3-7562. 
·-------------
L;st week I received a light blue blooklet from the Spom 
Hi d Information Director, Mr. Philip Langan. This small_pamphlet are coached by Miss cks an I C I h is the press guide for the spring sports at . . n 1t are t c 
led by co-captains, Senior Lynn rosters of the teams, past seasons' won-lost records, prospec 
Faurie and Junior Lynne Tyler. for the coming season, note about the coaches, and the smgle. 
The schedule of games are: April season and all-time records for these sports. 
15, at 4:45 against COrnell, at The thing that really interested me as I read through the 
home; April 22, at 3:30 against booklet were the records, single-season and career, for tbe 
Bombers. Many of the records which should be well known on 
our new competitor, Skidmore, the campus are listed here as well as the more obscure «;>nes. The 
away; April 26, at 1:00 against one record which surprised me the most was the one which states 
Penn State, at home, and May 1, that the Bombers baseball team has n~ver _ lost more thap six 
at 4:00 against Brockport, at games in any one season. For a school with an approximate 
home. The girls are looking for- male enrollment of 1500, this is amazing. In the 34 years of 
ward to another successful sea- varsity competition since 1931, the Bombers have won 315 and 
son. lost 95. (There wer; no games during the war years of 1943-4?,) 
On the softball diamond you Not bad for the team from the smallest college ever to part1e1 
can see the team practicing for pate in the Collegiate World Series! The Bombers set some 
their games with: Brockport on records last year also. Richie Miller hit six home runs last sea-
April 24 at 4:00, away; Oneonta son· Paul Giroux hit seven triples and Jack Bromley collected 71 
on April 26 at 4:45, home; COrt- strikeouts in 54 innings. Grover ( Deacos) Jones, who played for 
land on April 29 at 4:00 at home; many years with the White·Sox farm chain, holds many <?f t~e. 
Brockport on May 1 at 4:00 away; records for power hitting at I.C., by hitting 13. home runs m h~ 
and finally, Cortland on May 6 career and driving in 63 runs during the same time. · 
at 4:30 away. Miss Lewis, coach The Lacrosse squad has only been a varsity team for one 
for the team, seemed quite year. Therefore all the records are one year old. Most of _the 
pleased with the tum-out for scoring records are held by Roy "Flash" Patterson, who has smt1 
softball. The girls are alert and departed from the I.C. scene. 
willing to work and, says Miss The Track team set two records last year. Bob Fehring 
Lewis, "rm sure it will be a sue- set the standard in the 120 yd. high hurdles against Brockport 
cessfu1· and enjoyable season." by running them in 16 seconds flat. Bob Burnham holds the 
1f you are passing by the ten- other record by throwing the discus 147'10½" in a triangula~ 
nis courts, you will, no doubt; see meet with Mansfield and Roberts Wesleyan. The Track squa 
the Varsity Tennis team busy also owns the oldest record in the Spring Sports book with a 
working for their spring schedule 13'1 ¾" pole vault by Fred Wilson against Alfred in 1940. 
of games. Miss Carnell is coach- The over-all record for all the spring sports for all their 
ing the girls while Linda Zwahlen years in varsity competition is 550-351-10 for a percentage of 
is captain and Annette West is .604. 
the hard-working manager. The All of these teams will be shooting for these records and 
girls out for tennis range in ma- many more in the upcoming season. Why not get out and sup-jors and are preparing for a sue- port them? 
cessful spring season. The num- _________________________ _ 
her of interested girls, the sched-
ule of games; plus some luck with 
the spring weather of Ithaca, 
should result in an enjoyable sea-
son, says •Miss Carnell. The ten-
nis matches include those at 
Skidmore on April 22, 3:30; at 
Brockport on April 24, 4:00; at 
home with Cortland on April 29 
at 4:00; and again one with Cort-
land, away, on May 6 at 4:30. 
Linksters Look 
For Strong Spring 
Season Ahead 
We wish all the teams the best This spring's Ithaca College Mike Steele, Bob Modzewleski, 
-0f luck for the upcoming sports golf team looks to be the strong- Bob Wells, Dan Vena, Vince Chic-
season. Why not come out and est in several years. After com- arello, and Bill Kent. 
support ~our. teams? And, don't leting a fine 3 win -1 loss fall The team opens its schedule forget, g1.rls mtramurals are be- -P 
ing held for all those interested schedule, the team has every against Hobart College on Wed-
in them. member returning. Coach Herb nesday, April 17, at the local 
For all those interested in for- Broadwell has set up a tough Newmon City Course. A possibie 
getting a·bout the b9oks for a seven match schedule for his scrimmage is also planned againSI 
while, W.A.A. is having its An- squad;· but he still sees no rea- Cornell before the first match 
nual Picnic at Stewart Park in a on why they shouldn't have an The team's main goal this year, few weeks. The date: Tuesday, 
,April 30. The time: 4:00 p.m. The undefeated season. 
rain date has been set for Thurs- Returning from last year's squad 
d'ay, May 2 at 2:00. Come out and are: Rick Wright, number one 
enjoy the fun. man the last two years and cap-
Synchronized 
Swim To Have 
Spring Show 
April 23,. 24 
by Christ Flatley 
What is synchronized swim? 
tain of the team; Ron Bobbett, 
who played number two last year; 
Butch Riseley and Gary Lewis, 
who alternated between three and 
four men last year; Terry Moore, 
who broke into the line up last 
fall; and Tom Sandler, Jack Kidd, 
Lee Gavet, Tom · Fay, and Harry 
Wasilchak, all of whom saw lots 
~f action last year. coach Broad-
well was also blessed with a fine 
group of newcomers out for the 
team this year. These include Dick 
Baker, whom Broadwell expects 
besides an undefeated season, ii 
to beat arch-rival Cortland, whoID 
they haven't faired too well 
against in the past. EspeciallY 
ps~hed for success are the grad· 
uating seniors, including Wrigb~ 
Bobbett, Sandler:· Lewis, Gave~ 
Kidd, Fay, and Wasilchak, who I 
would like to leave on a note ol,: 
glory. 
April 27-Harpur (away) 
April SO-Oswego (away) 
May 2-Brockport and Cortland 
(away-Bkpt.) 
May 3-R.I.T. (home) 
May &-Cortland (away) 
A Junior Varsity match is alsO 
planned against Corning.,C.C. at 
Your chance to find- out is on 
Tuesday, April 23 and Wednes-
day, April 24. The annual Spring 
show is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. 
to break into the starting line up, home on May 1. 
Mrs. Anderson is the coach for 
the team and Pam Weaver is this 
year's captain. Through their 
hard work ana many hours of 
practice, the team with their 
·coach and captain, have quite an 
enjoyable evening in store. The 
skits, which are performed 
through water ballet, cover vari-
ous aspects of our life as LC. stu-
dents. Over twenty co-eds will be 
swimming for the show. The 
theme is based around Ithaca 
College's Seventy-Fifth Anniver-
sary and will include such nwn-
hers as: "Frivolous Freshman", 
"Spring Weekend", "Finals~, 
"Pledging" and "Graduation". 
The show should be one which 
appeals to everyone attending. i 
Be assured that you will be the 
one to miss out if you decide not 
to attend this affair. 
